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Abstract
We have developed a fast and accurate laser-flash
radiometry technique for the determination of the thermal
diffusivty D of polymer films which consists of flashing
a laser pulse on the front surface of the film and
monitoring the thermal radiation from the back surface as
a function of time using an infrared detector. This
method has been applied to films of thickness L= 14-
250um in the temperature range of 150. to 500°K. Mainly
because of the uncertainty in thickness measurements the
experimental error in D is 5% for L 70 um, increasing
to about 10% at L= 14 um. Much thinner samples may be
studied if the absorption coefficients for both the
excitation light and thermal radiation are large. In the
present setup employing a laser of lOns pulse width and
an infrared detector of 100ns response time it should be
possible to. study polymer films as thin as 2 um. The
accuracy would be rather low because of the high
percentage error in thickness. However, this is not-an
important consideration if one wishes to investigate the
effects of variation in environmental factors such as
temperature, pressure, or humidity.
The Nd/Yag laser used in the present work can only
emit pulses at four wavelengths within the range 266-
1064nm. Many polymers including polyvinyliderie floride
(PVF2) absorb weakly in this range but we have shown that
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thermal diffusivity measurements on PVF2 can be made by
depositing a- thin nickel film on the front surface of the
sample to absorb laser light. In addition, we have
studied five other polymers polycarbonate (PC),
polyimide (PI), Polypyrrole (PPY), polyethylene
terephthalate (PET) and short carbon fiber reinforced
polyphersylene sulphide (PPS). The thermal diffusvity of
the first three has been measured from 150 to 500°K.
For PC the thermal diffusivity parallel to the draw
direction for a sample of draw ratio 1.7 is about 70%
higher than that of the undrawn material, while the
diffusivity in the tranverse direction is 20% lower.
This behavior reflects the preferential alignment of
chains along the draw direction.
The temperature dependence of D' is similar for
isotropic PC, PI and PPY, with D decreasing by about a
factor of 2 as the temperature increases from 150 to
500°K. The similar feature observed indicates that even
for the electrically conductive polymer PPY heat is
carried by phonons.
The thermal conductivity of PET increases by more
than 20% as the volume fraction crystallinity increases
from 0.02 to 0.52. The thermal conductivity normal to
the draw direction decreases with increasing draw ratio,
reflecting the progressive orientation of molecular
chains. These features can be understood quantitatively
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in terms of the two-phase model proposed by Choy and
Young.
The local variation of the thermal diffusivity in
the 1(width), 2(thickness) and 3(length) directions of a
carbon fiber reinforced PPS bar has been studied using a
laser beam of 0.3mm radius. The bar is produced by
injecting molten polymer along the length of a mold and
then allowing the sample to cool. This process induces
alignment of the carbon fibers along.the length of the
sample. As a result of the large shearing force
experienced by the molten polymer near the mold surface
the degree of orientation is even higher in these
regions. The behavior of the diffusivity reflects the
extent of the fiber orientation. The diffusivity along
the length direction D3 is larger than D1or D2 by a
factor of 2-4, while D1 and D2 differ by less than 40%.
As we move the observation point along the thickness
direction away from either the top or bottom surface.D
3
decreases while D1 and D2 increase, indicating that the
orientation distribution of the carbon fibers becomes
more random at the center.
1Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 General Discussion on Methods for Determining the Thermal
Conductivity of Poor Thermal Conductors
Heat transfer is one of the most important processes
encountered in industry and everyday life. Therefore,
thermal conductivity, which is an indicator of the
ability of transferring heat in a' material, is an
important property of matter. Since the thermal
conductivity of a material is intimately related to its
internal structure, the knowledge of this quantity
provides vital information on the internal structure.
Consequently, many methods have been developed to
determine the thermal conductivity. However, fast and
accurate methods for determining the thermal conductivity
of poor thermal conductors (especially for small samples)
are still not well developed.
Before going into the details of the methods for
measuring the thermal conductivity of poor thermal
conductors, it is worthwhile to review the general
practices of thermal conductivity measurements. The
methods for measuring thermal conductivity fall mainly
into two groups, namely the static methods and the
dynamic methods. In the static methods, the sample is
placed between a heat source and a heat sink for
2sufficient long time to allow the system to reach a
steady state, so that the heat flux through any cross
section of the sample is independent of time.- The
measurements *of the temperature distribution is then
carried out and the thermal conductivity calculated from:
Hs = K T (1.1)
where Hs is the heat flux through the sample, T is the
temperature and K is the thermal conductivity of the
sample. For simple geometric configuration (which is
usually chosen to facilitate measurements), Equation 1.1
will reduce to a very simple form and hence K can be
determined very easily. One example of the static
methods is the "linear flow method". In this method, a
electric heater, which supplies heat at a rate (D, is
connected to one end of a cylindrical sample with cross-
section area A. while the other end of the sample is
connected to a heat sink. After the system has reached a
steady state, the temperature difference nT between two
points on the sample separated by L is measured and the
thermal conductivity of the sample can be calculated from
K= ( L/Ac T (Parrott Stuckes 1975).
Although the static methods are theoretically and
practically very simple, the whole system generally takes
a long time to reach a steady state. This not only
reduces the speed of measurement but also leads to a
large heat loss during the measurement. Since the heat
loss has not been included in Equation 1.1, the error of
3measurement will increase as the heat loss increases.
This problem is particularly serious when working at high
temperature or with poor thermal conductors.
The dynamic methods can be further sub-divided into
two kinds, namely the pulse methods and the periodic
methods. In the pulse methods, a pulse of heat energy is
supplied to one portion of the sample and then the
temperature changes at some fixed points on the sample
are measured. In the periodic methods, a periodic heat
source (eg. C.W. laser light modulated by a chopper) is
used to supply heat to the sample and the phase
difference between the heat source and the oscillating
temperature of a point on the sample is measured. The
thermal diffusivity D of the sample can be found by
solving the complete differential equation for the heat
flow subject to appropriate initial and boundary
conditions..
(1.2)
where t is the time, T is the temperature of a point on
the sample. If the density P and the specific heat cp of
the sample are known, the thermal conductivity of the
sample can be obtained from:
(1.3)
For the pulse method, insulated disk shaped samples are
often used. The heat energy is supplied to the front
surface while the temperature of the front or rear
4surface is measured as a function of time. Since the
time of measurement for this method is usually shorter
than the static method, the effective heat loss will be
less important. Moreover, if the heat loss is
significant, it can also be taken into account by
including a loss term in the boundary conditions of Eq.
1.2. Therefore, pulse methods are very suitable for
measuring the thermal conductivity when there is a
significant heat loss. (eg. when working at high
temperature or with poor conductors). 'Since dynamic heat
transfer depends only on the thermal diffusivity of the
sample, the thermal conductivity cannot be directly
measured by dynamic methods. If only the thermal
conductivity of the sample needs to be determined, the
necessity of knowing the specific heat and density of the
sample may seem to be a drawback of the dynamic methods.
Nevertheless, since heat loss is usually the most
important factor the dynamic methods have been used for
measuring the thermal conductivity of many materials,
especially poor conductors.
Conventionally, the apparatus for the dynamic method
consists of a heat source and thermometers which are in
intimate contact with the sample. Since the heat energy
may be deposited in a small area the dynamic methods are
in principle applicable to small samples. However, as
the size of the sample decreases, the heater and the
thermometer, will have a heat capacity comparable to that
5of the sample and thus the temperature distribution in
the sample is affected. Therefore, for measurements on
small samples, a new kind of heat source and temperature
detector must be used instead of the conventional
electric heater and thermocouples.
1. Flash Methods
The flash method was developed by Parker et al.
(1961) and was soon widely used for measuring thermal
diffusivity of different kinds of materials. In this
method, a light pulse from a flash lamp or a pulsed laser
is flashed on one surface of an insulated disk-shaped
sample and hence the effect of the heater is removed.
Since the duration of the light pulse can be made very
short the heating of the sample can be treated as a delta
function in time, thus simplifying the calculation. In
addition, Parker also assumes a linear heat flow inside
the sample, and so the thermal conductivity can be easily
calculated.
Since the influence of the heat source has been
removed by using a flash lamp, measurement can be made on
thinner samples, thereby resulting in a less serious heat
loss effect. Consequently, a lot of work has been
carried out on thin metal and ceramic samples up to very
high temperature. The development of the flash methods
6before 1973 had been reviewed by Righini and
Cezairliyan(1973).
After the success in working with metals and
ceramics, this method was introduced to measure 'the
thermal diffusivity of polymers. The early experiment
mainly dealt with large samples of about 3mm in thickness
(Chen et al. 1977). A thermocouple and a electronic
flash lamp were used, respectively, as the thermometer
and the heat source.
Since the presence of thermocouple still has a
effect on the temperature distribution, the thickness of
the sample may riot be further reduced. As our interest
in the study of thin films increases, the influence of
the thermometer must be removed. To remove the influence
of the thermometer, one may introduce an infrared
detector to remotely record the temperature changes of
the sample. This remote sensing method (known as thermal
radiometry) was first used by Deem and Wood in 1962'to
study opaque and highly thermally conducting materials
such as graphite and steel. Recently, Leung and Tam
(1984) have extended this method to semi-transparent
films of poor thermal conductors. Since the infrared
detector is not in contact with the sample, the influence
of the therirMometer is removed. Moreover, the response of
the infrared detector employed is much faster than that
of the thermocouples, so that samples with faster thermal
7diffusion time constant (eg. thin and highly thermally
conducting films) can also be studied if the laser pulse
is sufficiently short. With our present setup using an
infrared detector with a response time of 100ns and a
laser pulse width of iOns we can determine the thermal
diffusivity of polymer films as thin as 14um in a
temperature range of 150°K to 500°K.
1.3 Other Methods
The basic requirements of the technique of
determining thermal diffusivity of thin polymer films are
remote heating and remote sensing so as to remove the
adverse effects of heat source and thermometer. Any
method which fulfills these two requirements can also be
used to measure thermal diffusivity of thin polymer
films. Photoacoustic method and thermal lens method are
two of the possible alternatives.
Korpiun et. al (1983) have developed a periodic
photoacoustic method to measure the thermal diffusivity
of polymer films. The sample is stuck on the inner
surface of the optical window of a closed cell filled
with air. An external light source (c.w. laser with a
chopper) produces a periodic heating of the front surface
of the sample as shown in Fig. la. As the heat energy
passes through the sample, the gas in contact with the
















b. Thermal Lens Method
Fig. 1 Schematic Diagrams of Thermal Diffusivity Measurements
b Photoacoustic and Thermal Lens Methods
9a periodic pressure change in the cell which is
detectable by a microphone. Since time is needed for the
heat energy to diffuse in the sample, a phase difference
will exist between the pressure change and the input heat
signal. This phase difference depends on heating
frequency and the thermal diffusivity and thickness of
the sample. With a known thickness, the thermal
diffusivity can be obtained by studying the phase
difference as a function of the frequency of the heating.
The thermal lens technique have been used by Gupta
et. al (1980) and Bailey et. al (1985) to measure the
thermal diffusivity of polymers. This technique makes
use of the temperature dependence of the refractive index
of a transparent material. As shown in Fig. lb a small
portion of the sample is heated up by the light pulse
from a laser. The refractive index of heated portion of
the sample will be different from that of the other part
of the sample and so a thermal lens is formed. The probe
beam which passes through the thermal lens is deflected
and the deflection depends on the focal length of the
thermal lens. As the heat energy diffuses through the
sample the focal length of the thermal lens changes and
hence the intensity of the probe beam, determined by a
photomultiplier tube located behind a pin hole, will also
change. Therefore, the thermal diffusivity of the sample
can be calculated from the time profile of the output of
the photomultiplier tube.
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1.4 The Present Work
In the present experiments, we apply one of the
pulse methods-- laser flash radiometry method to measure
the thermal diffusivity of various polymers. It is
simpler both in the theoretical and practical aspect. In
addition, we have made an improvement on the data fitting
procedure so that the diffusivity deduced from this
method is reproducible bo within 2%.
In room temperature experiments with polyimide
films, we have shown that accurate absolute measurements
on films as thin as 14um are possible. The success of
the measurements on polyvinylidene fluoride (PVF2) films
indicates that the method is applicable to transparent
films if a thin metal film is deposited on the front
surface to absorb the laser pulse. The diffusivity of
polyethylene terephthalate (PET) samples with different
draw ratios and crystallinities were also measured and
the results were compared with theoretical predictions.
In order to study the temperature dependence of the
thermal diffusivity, a sample chamber with variable
temperature was designed. With this chamber, the
diffusivity of polycarbonate (PC), polyimide (Kapton) and
electrically conductive polymers.(polypyrrole, PPY.X) was
studied from 150 to 500°K.
Finally, by using a laser beam of radius 0.3mm we
have studied the thermal diffusivity at various points of
11
are injection-molded short carbon fiber reinforced
thermoplastic. The variation in thermal diffusivity D





2.1 Theory of Measurement
2.1.1 Basic Theory
If a short pulse of radiant energy (eg. light beam
from a pulsed laser) is flashed on the front surface of a
thin solid slab, the time dependent radiometry signal at
an infrared detector monitoring the slab can be
calculated by solving the diffusion equation (Eq. 1.2)
and hence the thermal diffusivity D can be determined by
comparing the observed signal S(t) with the theoretical
prediction. However, the three dimensional solution of
the diffusion equation, when subject to boundary
conditions with heat loss, is very complicated. One can
hardly deduce the thermal diffusivity D from the observed
signal S(t) by considering such a general solution.
Nevertheless, if the heat flow is perpendicular to-the
surface of the slab and there is no heat loss at the
boundaries, the solution will be much simpler and hence D
can be found by fitting S(t) to the simplified solution
of the diffusion equation. The radiometry signals at the
detectors monitoring the front surface (SF(t)) and rear
surface (SR(t)) of the slab of thickness L, under the
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assumption of linear heat flow and adiabatic condition,





Here a is the absorption coefficient of the sample at the
excitation wavelength and a is the absorption
coefficient of the sample over the detection spectral
bandwidth TL is the thermal diffusion time constant
which is related to D by:
(2.3)
and A is a constant given by:
where EP is the pulse energy and AP is the cross
sectional area of the incident beam Cp., p, T. and E are,
respectively, the heat capacity, density, ambient
temperature and emissivity of the sample G is a
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geometrical factor and 0 is the Stefan-Boltzmann
constant.
A closer inspection of Equation 2.1 and 2.2 reveals
that a and a' are interchangeable without affecting the
values of SR(t) and SF (t). When aL and a'L both tend to




Equation 2.5 was previously obtained by Parker et al.
(1961) who first used the flash method to determine the
thermal diffusivity of metals. Unlike equations 2.1 and
2.2, SF(t) and SR(t) in Equation 2.4 and 2.5 do not
depend on cx and W. For thin polymer films, although we
can usually make aL sufficiently large by using suitable
excitation wavelengths or by coating a highly absorbing
film on the front surface of the slab, a'L varies from
sample to sample and may not be very large. Therefore
the effect of atL' on the radiometry signal must be
considered and hence the more complicated results
(Equation 2.1 and 2.2) must be used.
The front and rear surface monitoring methods were
studied by Leung and Tarn (1984) who concluded that both
methods gave similar results for D. Although front
surface monitoring is of vital importance in cases where
the rear surface is inaccessible, it is preferable to use
15
the rear surface monitoring method because of much less
interference from scattered light. Therefore we will
concentrate our discussions on the rear surface
monitoring method.
The theoretical time profiles of SR(t) for various
values of a'L are plotted in Fig.2. Here we have assumed
that aL is large enough (aL20) so that its effect on the
signals has saturated., When a' L20, the radiometry
signal is close to the result obtained by Parker et al.
As a'L decreases, there is a jump in SR(t) at t=0. When
of L1, SR(t) becomes almost independent, of time and it is
impossible to deduce D from this signal. This result
implies that there is a lower limit for the thickness of
the sample for successful measurements. That is to say,
if ca' of a material is 1000/cm (typical value for
ordinary plastics), then the minimum thickness for
successful measurements is about 10um. Because the
samples studied in this work have thickness between 14
and 250um, this limit has not affected our measurements.
The experimental radiometry signals SR(t) of polyimide
with thickness 130um and 13.7um are shown-in Fig. 3. The
difference in the initial jump of the signals shows
clearly how the value of a' L affects the radiometry
signals.
Radiometry Signal (arbitrary units










Fig. 2 Theoretical Profile of The Flash Radiometrv Sicmal








Fig. 3 Experimental Curves of Polyimide Slabs With Th-iness




In the previous section, the heat loss of the slab
is assumed to be zero to simplify the solutions.
However, complete isolation of a slab is practically
impossible, so various sources of loss must be considered
in order to find out the limiting factors for this
method. The heat loss due to various effects will be
discussed in the following paragraphs.
Radiation Loss
We first consider radiation loss since this is
practically unavoidable. The radiation loss effect has
been considered by Jonza and Porter (1984) using the
single exponential approximation. They assumed that the
temperature rise of the sample is small (-1°K) so that
the temperature drop of the sample, after the heat
impulse energy is evenly distributed, can be approximated
by an exponential function:
(2.6)
where T. is the temperature of sample, ATmax is the
maximum temperature rise of the sample and 'rad is the
characteristic radiative decay constant of the sample
given by:
(2. 7
where V is the volume of the sample and Ax is the cross-
sectional area of the sample. For thin disk sample, the
radius thickness L. Equation 2.7 reduces to
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For polymer samples, we may take PCP=1. 5J/cm'J °K,
L=135um, and E=1, then brad will be 3.6s at 500°K, which
is the upper temperature limit of the experiments.
Therefore, it is reasonable to assume negligible
radiation heat loss when the thermal diffusion time
constant tit for a sample of this thickness is less than
20ms. This condition is satisfied for all our
experiments performed at high temperatures.
In order to determine experimentally the effect of
radiation loss, the radiative decay constants (brad) of a
polycarbonate (pCp=1.4J/g°K) sample was measured. A disk
of diameter 4mm and thickness 135um was placed in the
sample chamber at room temperature. The chamber was
evacuated to below 10_4 torr to remove the air conduction
effect. The disk was thermally insulated by suspending
from three PET filaments of radius 30um and length 5mm so
that the conduction heat loss to the sample holder was
negligible. tirad was measured to be 12s which was in
reasonable agreement with the theoretical predicted value
of 15s. Therefore Equation 2.8 be used to roughly
estimate the radiation loss.
Air Conduction Loss
Another source of heat loss is due to air
conduction. In previous experiments (Anderson 1966,
Kline and Hansen 1970, Kriappe 1971, Choy 1977 and Greig
(2.8)
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1982), involving large samples (6mm2 in volume or above),
the samples were put into a vacuum chamber to reduce the
effect of air conduction loss. However, we have found
that when the thickness of the sample is small enough,
the air conduction loss will be negligible even at
atmospheric pressure. The capability of carrying out the
measurements at atmospheric pressure not only leads to a
simplification of the procedure and setup of the
measurement, but also gives rise to other advantages.
First of all, since the samples can be put in open air,
the monitoring of the temperature of the sample surfaces
will be much easier. Moreover, for water absorbing
materials, one may study the effect of moisture by
putting the samples in humid air. In conclusion, the
ability of determining the thermal diffusivity under
atmospheric pressure gives rise to more variations in
experimental design and hence more information about the
materials may be obtained.
The theoretical estimate of the air conduction loss
had been made by Jonza and Porter (1984) by considering
the ratio of the steady heat flow to the air and through
the sample. When the front surface temperature of the
sample is heated up by a certain amount, the heat flows
can be calculated by the following steady-state
equations:
The steady heat flow through the sample (qS}:
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The steady heat flow to the air (qa):
Here e is the average front/back temperature
difference, AT is the average temperature difference
between the sample and air, K is the thermal conductivity
of the sample, A is the total surface area of the sample
and ha is the heat transfer coefficient for transfer of
heat from sample surface to air. Since e is near to
AT in most cases, we can assume that oT/eI1. The
heat transfer coefficient ha can be calculated from the
expression for free molecular conduction of air-when the
pressure P 0. 1 torr.
where A. is the free molecular conductivity of air and is
equal to 1.64x10-2W/cm2 °K Torr at 273 °K B is the
accomodation coefficient which is approximately 0.9 for
most surfaces. Then at 273°K
where Const is a constant equal to 8.5mW/cm2°K•Torr. In
the case of thin films A/Axgz:2 the equation reduces to:
(2.9)
where L, P and K are, respectively, in units of cm, Torr
and mW/cm°K. From Equation 2.9, one can see that qa/qs
is proportional to L and P. When P=10`2 Torr and
K=2mW/cm°K, the theoretical predicted thickness of the
sample with a 1% air conduction loss will be 1.2mm. This
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figure is nearly 10 times that of the sample thickness
normally used in the present studies.
For investigations under atmospheric pressure the
expression for free molecular conduction is not valid,
and so Equation 2.9 is not applicable for determining air
conduction loss. A slight modification was made by using
the observed value for the heat transfer coefficient (ha)
of air at atmospheric pressure (which is approximately
7W/m2 °K) to replace the expression for ha. The modified
equation is
(2.10
where L and K are, respectively, in units of cm and
mW/cm°K. Taking K= 2 mP/cm°K, the maximum thickness of
the sample with an air conduction loss of less than 1%
will be 14Oum. Although this limit is comparable to the
thickness of the samples we normally used, the results of
our experiment show that the thermal diffusivity of a
polymer film of thickness about 200urn can still be
measured under atmospheric pressure to within an error of
±3%, provided that a suitable adjustment is made on the
decay of the signal due to the loss. (The adjustment
procedure will be discussed in chapter 2.3)
In order to study experimentally the effect of air
conduction, the radiometry signal for an insulated• PC
sample of thickness 135Km was recorded both at 10-4Torr
and at atmospheric pressure (Fig. 4). The decay of the
Radiometry Signal (arbitrary units)
Fig.4 Radiometry signal for a Polycarbonate Disk at
Torr and Atmospheris Pressure Showing The
Effect of Air Condustion Loss
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signal at 10-4 Torr was mainly due to radiation loss
which was discussed in a previous section. At
atmospheric pressure the slope of the decay was about
three times that at 10-4 Torr. This difference in the
decay time constant was obviously due to air conduction
loss. Although the decays in both graphs seem to be very
large, it is noted that only the signal for a period of
10xtiL (about 123ms for the 135 um sample) was needed in
the analysis and this corresponded to about half a
division in Fig. 4. Therefore, these. decays had very
little effects on the results of the measurements.
Radial Conduction Effect
If the excitation beam does not completely cover the
front surface of the sample, there may be radial
conduction loss. In previous experiments (Anderson 1966,
Kline and Hansen 1970, Knappe 1971, Choy 1977 and Greig
1982), thermally isolated disk shaped samples with
uniform heating of the front surface were used to ensure
a- linear flow in the samples. This not only increases
the- difficulties in sample handling, but also prevents us
from investigating a small portion of the sample in order
to get the information about the local variation of the
thermal diffusivity. However, if the excitation beam
radius Re is large compared to the thickness of the
sample L (Re/L>5), the heat flow along the radial
direction of the slab will be small compared to the heat
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flow from the front to the rear surface even when the
excitation beam does not cover the whole front surface.
If a beam of radius Re is flashed on a slab of
thickness of L, then the temperature rise LTR of a point
on the rear surface of the slab at distance Rd from the
center of the heated region has been calculated by
Donaldson (1972) by solving the two-dimensional heat
diffusion equations in cylindrical coordinates:
(2. 11)
Here rl =Rd/L and ti= t/n2tit may be considered as the
normalized radial distance from the center of the heated
region and the non-dimensional time scale, respectively
LiTrnax is the maximum temperature rise of the sample if
there is no radial conduction 4(L,t) is the axial
temperature component given by:
which is just the result given in Equation 2.5 and Y(r,ti}
is the radial temperature component given by:
(2.12)
where 6=Re/L may be considered as the normalized beam
radius and Io is the modified Bessel function of the
zeroth order. At the center of the heated region on the




In our experiments a germanium lens of focal length
f=38mm was placed between the sample and the detector to
focus the thermal radiation, with the distances from the
sample and from the detector to the lens both equal to
2f. Therefore the detector, with an active area of
1x1mm2, was monitoring a region on the sample of the same
dimensions. After proper alignment procedures the
detector therefore monitored an effective circular region
of the rear surface of radius 0.6mm surrounding the
center of the heated region. Therefore we had to perform
an integration on (2.12) from Rd= 0 to Rd= 0. 6mm to
obtain the average temperature rise of the circular
region, which would be proportional to the radiometry
signal at the detector.
We have studied the radial conduction effect
experimentally by using a SiC sample of thickness 266Km
and excitation beam radius of 0.7 and 1.5mm. We have
chosen SiC since its diffusivity is so large (about 100
times that of normal polymers) that radiation loss and
air conduction loss are negligible. For a beam radius Of
0.7mm (Re/L=2.6), the decay due to radial conduction is
easily observed (Fig. 5a). The theory also predicts this
trend but it gives a slightly larger slope for the decay
curve. For a 1.5mm beam radius (Re/L= 5.6), both the
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a. Beam Radius= 0.7mm
b. Beam Radius= 1.5mm
Fig. 5 Theoretical and Experimental Radiometry Signals of
a SiC Sample for Excitation Beam Radii of 0.7mm and
1.5mm Showing The Radial Conduction Effect
Experimental data: ; theoretical curve:
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theoretical and experimental curves exhibit almost no
decay up to a time of 1OtL (Fig. 5b). Whenever possible,
the condition Rp/L 6 was chosen in our experiments so
as to make the radial conduction effect negligible.
Hence, if the thickness of the slab is sufficiently
small, the heat loss of the slab during the period of the
measurement will be much smaller than the heat energy
stored in the slab. Thus the heat loss may be neglected
and Equation 2.1 and 2.2 will be good approximations to
the real situations.
2.1.3 Other Effects
Besides the effect of heat loss, there are other
minor effects. The finite pulse width of the laser and
finite rise-time of the detector (with amplifier) also
lead to significant errors when 'UL becomes small (i. e.
for a thin sample or a sample with larger thermal
diffusivity). These effects have been discussed by Leung
and Tam (1984). When the pulse width and the rise time
of the detector are comparable to tl, the radiometry
signal measured will be. equal to the convolution of S(t),
the intensity profile of the excitation light and the
response of the detecting system. After the convolution




where and are the pulse width of the laser and the
rise-time of the detector system. From Equation 2.14, we
find that the effect of d is very small since it only
appears in the term (n2 o/4.rL}', so when /'UL O. 1 the
correction on the signal will be as small as 1%.
However, the effect of the detector rise time is much
greater because it not only appears in (n2 0' /4tL) 2, but
in (t-a'), which effectively lead to atime shift in the
origin. The result of experiments with different
amplifier bandwidth shows that when the rise time is
smaller than 'rL/40, the error of the measurements would
be smaller than 3%. Since the noise level increases with
increasing bandwidth, the bandwidth is kept to a minimum
(consistent with the condition that the rise time
'LC/40). These two effects also give the lower limit for
the sample thickness. With the present 0-1MHz bandwidth
amplifier (rise-time 350ns) tL is limited to above 14us.
If the diffusivity of the sample is 1.5X10 3cm2/s, 'then
the minimum thickness would be about 5um (which is less
than the theoretical limit discussed in chapter 2.1.1).
Damage of the sample surface is another source of
error in the experiments. When a laser pulse is flashed
on the front surface of a sample, the thin layer at 'the
front surface of the sample will be heated up to a
temperature much higher than the final equilibrium
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temperature of the sample. Therefore, though the overall
temperature rise is about 1°K, the front surface
temperature rise may be as large as several hundred
degrees. Neglecting heat loss, the front surface
temperature rise after the incident energy is totally
absorbed can be approximated by:
where Labs is thickness of the surface layer in which all
the heat energy resides right after the laser flash, T.
is the temperature of the sample after-the heat is evenly
distributed over the sample (about 1°K) and Tf is the
maximum front surface temperature rise. Labs depends on
the absorption depth (ce 1) and the thermal diffusion
length which is the distance the heat energy travels
during the pulse duration time. The absorption depth a7 l
depends only on the material and is normally 1um for our
samples. The diffusion length depends on the pulse width
of the laser (0) and is 10um and 0. ls.tm, respectively,
when the laser is operating in the nor-Q-switch mode
(a=100us) and Q-switch mode (oN10ns). Since- the
diffusion length and the absorption depth both have
effects on Tf, the larger one of the two will be the
dominating factor. Therefore, Labs is equal to 10um (the
diffusion length of the sample) when the laser is
operating in non-Q-switch mode, and equal to 1um (the
absorption depth of the sample) when the laser is
operating in Q-switch mode. This implies that for an
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overall Temperature rise of 1°K Tf will be as large as
150°K when a sample of 15Oum thickness is irradiated by
Q-switched laser pulses. Although this high rise in the
surface temperature may lead to damages in the front
surface of the sample, we have not observed any effect.
If the damages have an effect, It can be reduced by.
lowering the laser power. However, this will also
decrease the signal-to-noise ratio of the detector
output, arid one has to use a longer time to average over




The set-up for the laser-flash radiometry method is
shown schematically in Fig. 6. The flash energy
deposited on the front surface of the sample is provided
by a Quanta-Ray DCR Nd:YAG pulsed laser. The laser gives
light pulses at 1064nm with 100us pulse width under the
non-Q-switch mode and lOns pulse width under the Q,--switch
mode. A harmonic generator (Quanta-Ray HG-2) is added to
the output of the laser so that pulses at four different
wavelengths (1064, 532, 355 and 266nm) can be generated
under the Q-switch mode. The power of the non-Q-switched
laser pulse is not high enough to drive the harmonic
generator, so only one wavelength (1064nm) is available
Fig. 6 Schematic Diagram of The Setup for The Laser-flash
Radiometry Method
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for this mode. The laser light with 266nm wavelength is
mostly used since it is strongly absorbed by three of
polymers (polycarbonate, polyimide, polyethylene
terepthalate) under study. For dark-colored samples such
as the conductive polymers and carbon fiber reinforced
thermoplastic and for nickel-coated polyvinylidene
fluoride either wavelength at 532 or 1064nm is used. For
thick and dark-colored samples the non-Q-switched light
output at 1064nm is occasionally used since one can
deposit a larger amount of energy on.the sample without
damaging the surface. The pulse rate of the laser is
controllable from 0.1sec/pulse to 0.5sec/pulse with its
internal oscillator. However, since it is necessary for
the temperature rise of the sample to decay to zero
before the second pulse is applied, the laser must be
operated at a slower repetition rate (usually 2 to 8
sec/pulse). Therefore an external laser pulse rate
controller is connected to the laser to regulate the
needed pulse rate.
Dichroic mirrors are used to select a required
wavelength and to direct the beam onto the sample. A
variable aperture is placed between the diachromic
mirrors to modify the shape and size of the laser beam
from the original donut shape (the inner radius and outer
radius are 3mm and 6mm respectively) to a disk' or
rectangular shape. A photo-diode, which monitor the
laser output from a beam splitter, triggered the waveform
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recorder to mark the starting time (the point of t=0) at
the recorded signal.
The sample holding systems are made changeable to
satisfy different requirements of the experiments. So
far, two sample holding systems have been designed. One
of them is a temperature-controlled chamber, in which the
temperature of a sample can be controlled from 150°K to
500°K. The second one is a X-Y scanner, with which the
position of the sample can be adjusted to an accuracy of
0.1mm in both horizontal and vertical directions. With
this device, the thermal diffusivity of any point on the
sample can be measured. The detail of this two sample
holding systems will be discussed in Chapter 2.2.2.
The infrared detector is a liquid nitrogen cooled
HgCdTe detector (Infrared Associates Inc. model HCT-55).
The detection wavelength bandwidth is from 8.31um to
13. S5um, and the active (sensitive) area is about lxlmm2.
The detector is operated in photoconductive mode and
biased at 30mA. The time response at this bias current
is- about 100ns. A germanium lens with 38mm focal length
(for 10urn wavelength infrared light) and 38mm diameter
(i.e. f=1) focuses the radiometry signal onto the detec-
tor. The detector is supported by an ad justable stage so
that its position can be adjusted to focus the infrared
radiation from the rear surface of the sample to the.
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detector (i.e. a maximum signal output at a fixed laser
power).
A home-made d. c. pre--amplifier, with 350ns rise time
and amplification factor of 300, is located next to the
detector (to shorten the connecting wire between the
detector and the amplifier) to amplify the output signal
of the detector and to supply the bias current to the
detector. (The circuit diagram for this pre-amplifier is
given in Appendix A). The output of the pre-amplifier,
after passing through a 1/3 attenuator is fed to a
Tektronix -TM503 amplifier, with which the signal is
further amplified by a factor of 100 at a selectable
bandwidth from 0-0.1KHz to 0-1MHz. The attenuator is
used to prevent- possible saturation in the later
amplifier. The bandwidth of the amplifier affects its
rise time and also the noise level. A wider bandwidth
will lead to a smaller rise time but higher noise level.
Finally, the radiometry signal is collected by a
Biomation 1010 waveform recorder, which digitizes the
signal and sends the result to a computer. In order to
get a lower noise level in the signal, the experimental
data are averaged over a number of laser shots (the
actual number depends on the signal amplitude). The
thermal diffusivity D and the o' value are obtained by
fitting the averaged signal to the theoretical expression
(Eq. 2.2) using the computer. At last, the results are
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sent to a printer and stored into a floppy disk. The
details of the interface between the waveform recorder
and the computer, and the data collecting program are
given in appendix B.
2.2.2 Sample Holding Systems
Chamber With Temperature Control
The temperature-controlled chamber is designed to
control the temperature of the sample from 150°K to
500°K. The brass chamber with dimensions
15cm(W)x23crri(L)x23cm(H) is made air-tight so that it can
be kept in low pressure during the experiment to prevent
moisture condensation at low temperature and oxidation at
high temperature (Fig. 7). The glass cover at the top of
the chamber enabled easy monitoring of the condition
within the chamber during the experimental run. A quartz
window located on the front surface of the chamber
allowed the passage of the excitation beam of different
wavelengths, while the germanium lens located at the*rear
surface of the chamber focused the radiometry signal onto
the detector. The sample, which is clamped on it edge to
a brass sample holder, is located at a distance of 76mm
(2f) in front of the germanium lens so that a 1 to 1
image of the radiometry signal would be formed at* the
active region of the detector. Four interchangeable
























8mmx8mrn and 12mrnxl2mm are constructed to fit samples of
different sizes. A constantan wire heater is attached to
the bottom of the holder. The whole holder assembly is
then supported on the top of the coolant bath by a
stainless steel tube. A copper strip is connected from
the sample holder to the top surface of the liquid
nitrogen tank to improve the cooling efficiency during
low temperature runs. This strip can be removed when
working at high temperature to reduce the heat flow to
the empty tank. The sample holder are enclosed by a
radiation shield with shiny outer surface as a way to
reduce the radiation from this surface. This radiation
shield led to a reduction of the radiation heat loss from
the sample holder and hence a more uniform temperature
throughout the holder.
For measurements below room temperature, the coolant
tank is filled with liquid nitrogen, but for measurements
at high temperature, the tank is left empty. The
temperature of the sample is controlled to 0.05°K by
automatic adjustment of the heater power by an Eurotherm
temperature controller. To obtain a more stable
temperature, the temperature sensor of the temperature
controller, which is a copper-constantan thermocouple, is
located near the heater at the point marked TC1 in Fig.
7. The reference junction of the thermocouple is kept at
0°C in a water-ice mixture. The negative voltage at the
output of the thermocouple, when working below 0°C, is
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balanced by a microvolt source (Keithley model 260) so
that the Eurotherm*controller can function normally. The
actual temperature of the sample is detected by another
copper-constantan thermocouple located close to the
sample at the point marked TC2. The output of this
thermocouple is displayed on a digital voltmeter
(Keithley 177). The uniformity of the temperature inside
the shield can also be determined by comparing the
temperatures at TC1 and TC2. The circuit of the
temperature control unit is shown in Fig. 8.
Two apertures are placed very near to the sample as
shown in Fig. 7. By placing different apertures in front
of the sample the laser beam diameter can be adjusted
from from 1mm to 6mm. This aperture is used when the
beam size is an important factor (eg. when we are
studying the effect of beam size). Another aperture of
diameter 1.5mm is placed at the rear side of the sample
to limit the region of the sample to be observed by the
detector. with these two apertures in place it is easier
to adjust the infrared detector to obtain the largest
signal at a fixed laser energy.
X-Y Scanner
The X-Y scanner is constructed so as to allow the
determination of the thermal diffusivity at various


























Fig. 9 The X-Y Scanne]
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studying the local variation in diffusivity all the
measurements are made at room temperature.
The scanner is shown in Fig. 9. The major part is a
X-Y positioner with. a scale accuracy of 0.1mm in both the
X and Y directions. The incident beam is adjusted to
flash normally on the front surface of the sample while
the axis of the detector makes an angle of 30° with the
normal of the rear surface. This design is adopted so
that for measurements at points at the edge of the
sample, there is no opportunity for the laser beam to hit
the germanium lens and hence produce possible damage of
the coating. Since the time dependence of the radiometry
signal does not depend on the monitoring angle, the off
axis configuration does not affect the diffusivity
measurements but protects the lens from damage. by the
laser beam. It is very easy to change to front surface
monitoring by moving the detector system to the front
side of the sample.
2.2.3 Experimental Procedure
The procedure of measurement is explained by the
flow diagram'in Fig. 10. All the electronic instruments
had been turned on for about one hour before the
measurements began. Then, depending on the requirement
of the experiment, one of the sample holding systems was























Fig. 10 The Flow Diagram of The Experimental Procedure
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detector were aligned to get the maximum output signal,
the computer was switched on and the data collecting
program was started. A test run was then carried out to
find the suitable setting of the waveform recorder and
the bandwidth of the Tektronix amplifier. Any mistake in
the alignment could also be found in this test run and
would be fixed before the actual measurements began. The
details of each step.would be described in the following
paragraphs.
Instruments-Warm-up-and Alignments
Since the infrared detector must work at a
temperature near 77°K, the coolant bath of the infrared
detector was first filled with liquid nitrogen before the
power supply of the pre-amplifier was turned on. In
order to get a stable performance, all electronic
devices, including the infrared detector, were turned on
to warm up for at least one hour.
The alignment procedure was carried out concurrently
with the warm up procedure. A test sample, made of a
black tape of 50 um thickness, was mounted on the sample
holder. The use of a test sample avoids the possible
damage of the real sample during the alignment procedure.
Moreover, the test sample usually gives a stronger
radiometry signal and hence makes the adjustment on the
infrared. detector easier. After the operation mode (Q-
switched or non-Q-switched) and wavelength of the laser
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had been selected, the laser was turned on. It usually
took half a minute for the laser to warm up before it
started to flash. The power control of the laser was
first set to about 30 Lamp Joules (LJ) (which was the
minimum power for the laser to flash) to give a
sufficient laser light intensity for optical alignments.
Both the laser and the harmonic generator were roughly
adjusted so that the efficiency was near to the maximum
before the mirror system was adjusted to direct the laser
beam to flash onto the test sample. The beam splitter
was also adjusted to reflect a small part of the laser
beam onto the photo-diode for triggering while the
aperture were adjusted to give a large beam size for
easier detection of the radiometry. signal.
To provide a visual picture of the detector output,
an oscilloscope was connected to the output of the pre-
amplifier with a low pass filter (cutoff frequency=
3KHz) in between to decrease the high frequency noise.
The null controller on the pre-amplifier was adjusted
roughly to balance the d.c. off-set of the detector so
that the pre-amplifier would not be saturated by the d. c.
offset of the detector. To adjust the infrared detector
to focus on the radiometry signal, the laser power was
first increased to about 0. 5rnJ/pulse (about 60LJ for
266nm light), so that the test sample would give a
sufficiently large radiometry signal observable on the
detector. The position of the detector was then adjusted
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so that a maximum output signal was obtained. In order
to make sure the monitoring point was at the center of
the heated region of the sample, the beam diameter of the
laser was set to minimum (about 1mm) by the variable
aperture and the detector was finely adjusted to get a
maximum output again. With the beam size kept at
minimum, the laser and the harmonic generator were also
adjusted slightly to get a maximum signal at the infrared
detector. After alignments were completed, the test
sample was replaced by the real sample and the desired
size of the laser beam was set by adjusting the aperture.
To complete the alignment procedure, the power of the
laser was increased so that the output of the Tektronix
amplifier had the largest value (usually 0.5 voltp_p)
without producing any damage on the sample surface.
Data Collection and Fitting
For each measurement, the rise time of the
Tektronix amplifier was set to smaller than 1/40 of the
-thermal diffusion time constant tit of the sample and the
input sensitivity of the waveform recorder was set so
that the full range of the recorder was 2 to 3 times that
of the radiometry signal amplitude. If the noise level
of the signal was large, the range must be set so that
the signal plus the noise would not be out of range. The
time base of the waveform recorder was set to about ti!/50
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and the recorder length was set to 720 points so that the
total time of record would be about l4tt
While monitoring the output of the amplifiers, the
offset of the pre-amplifier was set to zero and the pulse
rate of the laser was set so that the signal would drop
to below 5% of its maximum value before the next pulse
flashed. All the settings of the recorder and the pulse
rate of the laser were typed into the computer and the
number of shots for averaging was also estimated
according to the noise level of the signal before the
laser was allowed to flash.
After the desired number of pulses was flashed, the
averaged output of signal would be displayed by the
computer. The noise level of the signal was also
displayed on the screen. If the noise level was not
acceptable, i. e., if the noise level is more than 3% of
the maximum value of the signal, more shots would be
averaged until the noise level was small enough. Usually
.10 to 40 shots would be averaged for room temperature
measurements whereas 160 to 400 shots would be averaged
when working near 150°K. The diffusivity of the sample
was calculated by the fitting procedure and the result
was printed out and also stored in a data disk.
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Measurement As a Function of Temperature
For experiments over a temperature range the
pressure of the chamber was first pumped down to about
10-2 Tarr by a rotary pump and the room temperature
diffusivity was measured. The sample was then cooled to
the lowest. temperature of that experiment by filling the
coolant tank with liquid nitrogen. If the lowest
temperature was 150°K (this was the usual case), one to
two hours was needed for the sample holder to cool down.
After the measurement at the lowest temperature, the
temperature of the sample was allowed to increase in
steps of 10-20°K until room temperature was reached.
Above room temperature the coolant tank was left empty.
It usually took 10-15 minutes for the. holder to reach
equilibrium at each temperature. Two measurements were
made in each temperature and the average was taken.
Measurement of the Local Variation in Thermal Diffusivity
For these measurements, the samples were first
polished to a thickness of about 140}2um. The sample was
mounted on a frame, which was then clamped onto the
sample holder. The sample holder was then screwed onto
the X-Y positioner and.the positioner was adjusted so
that the center of the sample was monitored by the
infrared detector. The beam diameter of the excitation
beam was set to 0.6mm. The signal corresponding to the
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center of the sample was recorded after selecting a
suitable laser pulse energy.
Since the horizontal position could be more easily
adjusted than the vertical position, the vertical
position of the sample was first set and kept unchanged
while the horizontal position of the sample was adjusted
to allow the determination of the diffusivity at various
points along a horizontal straight line. After the
measurement on the center point the sample was moved
horizontally until the signal fell to one half of its
initial value. This indicated that the observation point
was now at one edge of the sample. After measuring the
diffusivity at this edge, the sample was translated in
steps of 0.3mm so that the observation point moved
gradually towards the other edge. Usually, three
measurements was made at each point and the average was
taken.
2. 3 Data Analysis
2.3.1 Long Time Decay Correction
In some experiments the radiometry signal showed a
slight decay which arisen from the combined effect of the
various heat losses discussed in previous sections.
Since these losses have different origins it is not
possible to describe the decay by a general theoretical
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formula. However, by selecting suitable experimental
conditions, we could make this decay so small that it can
be represented by a linear function in time. To correct
for this decay, the slope of the curve from 7TL to 11tit
was first found by a linear regression method. Then the
corrected signal Sa(t) is given by:
(2. 15
where Sm(t) is the observed signal and XD is the slope
(negative) of the observed curve from 7 L to 11 L,
We normally chose the experimental conditions such
that the signal decay due to heat loss was always less
than 1% in a time L. Since only the data points from
0. 5tL to 6tiL was used to calculate the diffusivity, the
adjustment in the worst case was only 6%. Even if this
correction was completely unjustified it would .introduce
an error of no more than 3% in the diffusivity.
2.3.2 Diffusivity calculation
The diffusivity of the sample was calculated by
fitting the experimental data to the theoretical equation
(Equation 21.2) with the least square error method. The
value of L and a were measurable quantities which would
be entered into the computer for calculation. Although
a'L was also observable in principle, the measurement
would be inaccurate since it would involve the
integration of the absorption data over the infrared
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bandwidth of the detector. We would rather leave it as
an adjustable parameter to be deduced by best fitting.
To fit the data to Equation 2.2, we used the least
square fitting theory which states that the theoretical
curve that best fits the experimental data is the one
that makes the sum of the square of the deviation between
the experimental data and the theoretical prediction a
minimum. That is, if n data points (namely Sa(ti) to
Sa(tri)) are taken from the experimental curve, then the
sum of the square of the deviation (d) can be calculated
by.
(2. 16)
By adjusting the parameters L and a'L in Equation
2. 2, d will change and the values of TL and a'L which
make d a minimum are the correct values. Mathematically,








where N is the number of points used in the fitting, Ea
is given by
and Ab(n) is given by
However, the analytical form of equation (2.18) is quite
complicated. Therefore we adopt the following procedure
to obtain the tL and (x'L values corresponding to the
minimum in d.
First, we deduce a starting value for ct'L (call this
(a'L)o) from the value of the initial jump in the
observed signal and a starting value for iL from the
difference between the initial jump and the final
equilibrium signal. Keeping a'L value constant at
.('L)0, tL is varied until a value (TL )o is reached' such
that d has a minimum value do. In practice, the (tit)o
value is deduced by solving equation (2.19) using the
Newton Nepson method and this normally involves 3 to 4
iterations. Secondly, by taking another value (ct'L)1,
which is slightly different from (a'L)o, the procedure is
repeated to give another minimum value d1. By comparing
the series of minimum values do, d1, d2,••• etc, we can
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finally find the true minimum and the corresponding ti!
and cx' L values.
For the fitting procedure we take 40 data points,
with the first point taken at time 0. 5 tit and the last at
time 6 tL. The details about the fitting procedure are
given in Appendix C.
2.3.3 Error Estimation
The sources of error in the measurement included the
noise of the experimental data, the error in determining
the thickness of the sample, the heat losses and other
minor sources of error. Since the effects of heat losses
had already been discussed in Chapter 2.1.2, we will only
discuss the other sources of error in the following
paragraphs.
Noise of Data
The noise in the radiometry signal was mainly due to
the infrared detector and the pre-amplifier. Since the
output of the detector was as small as a few uV and the
pre-amplifier was designed for wide bandwidth usage, an
appreciable noise level was unavoidable. Although a
signal averaging technique was introduced to reduce the
noise, it was usually not easy to get a completely noise-
free signal. Therefore it was worthwhile to discuss the
effect of the noise on the fitted results.
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The effect of noise in the radiometry signal on the
fitted result is shown in Fig. 11. For a sample which
highly absorbs the thermal radiation (cx'L=O) we show a
simulated set of data free of noise and another set with
a ±1% noise'generated by using a random number generator.
The actual tiE value is taken to be 1 in both cases.
Using the fitting program the root-mean-square (r.m.s.)
error, which is a measure of the goodness of the fit, is
calculated and plotted against the resulting TL values.
The tL value corresponding to the minimum root-means-
square error is the best fitted TL value for that set of
data. When. the signal is noise-free, both the minimum
point and the corresponding 'L are well defined. On the
contrary, when the signal is noisy, the minimum r. m. s.
error has a larger value and the bottom part of the error
curve is broad. Therefore, when the noise level is
large, the minimum of the r. m. s. error is not well
defined and hence there will be a larger uncertainty in
the best fitted 'UL-
Similar features are also observed for the weakly
absorbing sample ('L1). In this case, however, the
minimum of the r. m. s. error curve is even less well
defined. Therefore, in order to obtain a reliable tL
value corresponding to the minimum the noise level must
be made smaller by taking average over more laser shots.
R.M.S. Error{%)
Fig. 11 Relation Between The R.M.S. Error in The Fitting
and The Fitted at Two Values of L Showing The
Fffpot nf The Signal Noise.
Noise= 0 Noise=
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Error in Determining the Thickness of the-Sample
Since the parameter obtained by fitting the
experimental curve was the diffusion time constant TL.,
the diffusivity of the sample must be calculated by using
Equation 2.3. Therefore the calculated result would be
largely affected by the error in the thickness
measurement(% error of the diffusivity= 2x% error of
the thickness). In our present setup, the thickness of
the samples was usually measured by a mircometer which is
accurate to one um. Therefore, the error in thickness
measurement for samples with 100um thickness would be
about +1% and the error of the measured diffusivity would
be +2%. However, if the thickness of the sample is
reduced to 50um, the error in diffusivity would increase
to +4%. If the film was well polished and was large
enough, then its thickness could be determined by
measuring the mass and area of the film. For films of
sufficiently large area this method gives rise to an
error in thickness of about 1% even if the film thickness
is smaller than 50 um.
Other Sources of Error
Other sources of error include the non-linear
response in the electronic devices, the rise time of the
amplifier system and the digitizing (bit) error in the
digital waveform record. These errors were not important
in the normal operation of the experiments and thus could
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be neglected in usual measurements. However, in some
special cases, which would be discussed later, these
kinds of error might be important and needed to be
considered.
The non-linearity in the detector and the pre-
amplifier was very small. However, if the output from
the pre-amplifier was too large there would be distortion
at the second stage of amplification using a Tektronix
amplifier. Therefore the output of the Tektronix
amplifier was kept below 5V peak-to-peak to prevent the
non-linear response in this amplifier. The rise time of
the whole system was 3.5Ks, fast enough for almost all
polymer samples. However, if the diffusivity of the
sample was large (eg. metals and ceramics), then thicker
samples must be used.
The bit error of the waveform recorder depended on
the amplitude of the signal. Since the word-size of the
recorder was 10bit, the bit error of the signal would be
smaller. than 1% even if the amplitude of the signal was
only 1/8 full scale of the recorder. Therefore, this
error was not important in normal operation when the
signal amplitude is large. However, the full scale of
the recorder must be set larger than 0.5V to prevent
saturation by the noise of the signal. Hence, for small
signals (0.05V), the bit error would be significant. In
this limit, the improvement on the signal by the
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averaging method would be small and the resultant
experimental curve would be too noisy to give an accurate
result.
Overall Error in D and K
In our experiment the error in tL due to the noise
in the radiometry signal and the effect of heat loss was
about 2% When the thermal diffusivity D was calculated
by Equation 2.3, the error of the thickness measurement
does affect the result. For the thicker sample ( 70um),
the error in the thickness measurement could be kept
within 1.5% and so the overall measurement error would be
within 5%. For thinner films, there will be a higher
percentage error in thickness and larger uncertainty in
fitting (due to decrease of a'L). This increased the
overall error in D to about 10% (at L= 14 m).
Since the thermal conductivity K is calculated
through the relation K= PCpD, the errors in Cp and p
also affected the result of K. Since, P can be
accurately determined and C usually has an error of 1-3%,
K probably has an accuracy of 6%-8% for films thicker
than 70 Am.
2.4 Limitations of .tie Laser Flash Radiometry Method
In the above discussion on the laser flash
radiometry method, we have shown that this method is
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suitable for determining the diffusivity of poor
conductor films of thickness 14-200 m. However, we have
not discussed the limitation of this method. The
limitation on the thickness was discussed in the chapter
2.1. Other .limiting factors include the size of the
sample, the finite absorption of the excitation beam and
the applicable temperature range.
Since the active area of our detector was about
lnrcixlmm, we needed sample dimensions larger than these so
as to make full use of the sensitivity of the detector.
In the present experiments, we preferred to use a sample
with dimensions of 3rnrnxlmrn or larger. The finite
absorption of the excitation beam and the thermal
radiation was also a limit to the measurements. The
effect of a'L had been discussed in chapter 2.1, and it
was concluded that the sample must not be too thin. The
effect of a on the measurement was the same as a'. If a
was too small, then the sample would not absorb enough
energy from the excitation bearn' and the signal would not
be large enough for successful analysis. However, if a
thin layer of a highly absorbing material was coated on
the front surface of the film, then the effective a of
the sample would be greatly increased. The coating
material used at present was a nickel film of About
0.05 m thickness deposited by evaporation, under vacuum.
Since the conductivity of this film was much larger than
the sample and the thickness of the coating was much less
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than the sample, the effect of this coating on the
measurement can be neglected. The only disadvantage was
that the energy deposited could not be too large,
otherwise the coating would be destroyed. As a result of
the low laser energy employed the radiometry signal was
small and thus more laser shots had to be used.
The sensitivity of the infrared detector decreases
with temperature and this is clearly revealed by Equation
2.2. The constant factor A in that equation depends on
the third power of the ambient temperature. Therefore
the amplitude of the radiometry will drop very fast as
the temperature decreases. The amplitude of the signal
at 150°K would be only 1/8 of the amplitude at 300°K and
one had to average 82=64 times the number of laser shots
to get a similar signal-to-noise level. Therefore, it is
very difficult to measure the diffusivity of a sample
below 150°K. There is no high temperature limit for the
detector. This can be understood by considering Planck's
law. The output amplitude of the detector is
proportional to
where c is the velocity of light in vacuum, kB is the
Boltzmann constant and h is the Planck's constant. Since
this function will always increase as the temperature
increases, the amplitude of the signal will not drop at
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high temperature and hence there will be no high
temperature limit for the detector.
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Chapter 3
Studies of Various Polymers
3.1 Sample Preparation
Polvcarbonate (PC)
The polycarbonate samples were used to check whether
the laser flash radiometry method gave the same results
as other previous methods (Chen et al. 1977)
Isotropic polycarbonate (Lexan 12.1) samples were cut
from melt extruded sheets and polished to the required
thickness (71-237 m). To prepare oriented PC samples
for thermal diffusivity measurements along(//) and
perpendicular (1) to the draw axis, a rod of length 60 mm
and cross-section 6x6 mm2 was drawn at room temperature
in an Instron tensile machine to a draw ratio of 1.7
(draw speed 5mm/rain). The drawn rod has sufficiently
large lateral dimensions (about 4x4 mm2) to allow cutting
samples for both axial and transverse measurements.
Polyethylene Terevhthalate (PET)
The effects of crystallinity and orientation on the
thermal diffusivity of polyethylene terephthalate were
studied. Isotropic amorphous sheets of thickness 0.5mm
were made by melting PET pellets (VFR 5041 AS, Goodyear)
at 280°C under two stainless steel plates with spacers
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and then quenching in water at room temperature. Samples
of three other crystallinities (X= 0.24- 0.52) were
prepared by annealing for one hour at 110, 170 and 200°C,
respectively. Oriented samples were prepared by two
methods. The first series, designated as DA90, was made
by drawing an amorphous sheet at 90°C in an Instron
tensile machine. Four other series were prepared in the
laboratory of Professor R.S. Porter using the coextrusion
technique developed by his group (Choy, Ito and Porter
1983). Extrusions were carried out at 50°C and 90°C
i. e., both below and above the glass transition
temperature (N70°C) of PET. At these extrusion
temperatures, crystallization arising from thermal
annealing is negligible. The two series of samples
extruded from the amorphous state at 50°C and 90°C are
labelled EA50 and EA90. The remaining two series,
prepared from a sheet which had been thermally
crystallized (X= 0.25), are identified as EC50 and EC90.
These extruded samples have been previously studied by
various. 'techniques including wide angle x-ray
diffraction, tensile modulus and thermal expansion. (Choy
et. al. 1983)
Polyirnide (Kapton) and Conductive Polymers (PPY)
Polyimide films (Kapton type H) of thicknesses
varying from 14 to 130 um were supplied by Du Pont Co.
The diffusivity of all these films were measured so that
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we could find out the accuracy of the method near the
lower thickness limit. The temperature dependence of the
diffusivity of the 70 urn thick film was also studied from
150 to 500°K.
Electrically conductive polymer (PPY.H2SO4, PPY.TsNa
and PPY.Na2SO4) films of thickness about 20 um were
supplied by the Institute of Chemistry, Academia Sinica.
The success of these experiments indicated that the flash
radiometry method could be readily applied to thin and
fragile films. Since the heat capacity data of the PPY
samples were not available, the thermal conductivity of
these samples were not calculated.
Polvvinvl idene Fluoride (PVF2)
The PVF2 films were transparent to the visible as
well as the UV excitation beam. The reason for these
studies was to show that the method is applicable also to
transparent samples. The Kynar films (28-130 um thick),
supplied by Pennwalt Co., consisted mainly of oriented
films which had been poled to give piezoelectric activity
and metallized on both surfaces to form electrodes. The
nickel film (about 0.05 um thick) on the front surface
was left intact to absorb the excitation laser pulse but
the film on the rear surface was removed to enhance
infrared emissivity. The as-received isotropic PVF2
films .were not metallized and so a nickel film of
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thickness 0.05 um was deposited on the front surface by
evaporation under vacuum.
Short Carbon Fiber Reinforced Polvphenylene Sulphide(PPS)
The short carbon fiber reinforced PPS studied
contained 30% carbon fiber by weight and was in the form
of a dumbbell shaped bar which has been prepared by
injection molding (Fig. 12a). In the preparation
process, the molten polymer was injected into the dumb-
bell shaped mold along the length direction. Therefore
the carbon fibers were preferentially oriented along that
direction and then became frozen in when the
solidification process occurred. At the surface of the
mold the molten material experienced larger shearing
forces and so there was a higher degree of fiber
orientation (Fakirov and Fakirova 1985). Since carbon
fiber has a much higher thermal diffusivity along the
fiber direction, the magnitude of the thermal diffusivity
at any position in the sample would reflect the degree of
fiber orientation at that position.
We had studied the variation of the diffusivity with
thickness at two positions, one at the edge of the sample
(position E in Fig. 12a) and the other located on the
center line along the length (position-C). For each
position, measurements were made in the 1(width),
2(thickness) and 3(length) directions. Seven films
samples, shown in Fig. 12b, were used. For measurements
Tjockness 3.3mm
















b. Position of the Films
Fig. 12 The Definitions of 1,2 and 3 directions for The
Short Carbon Fiber Reinforced PPS Sample and The
Positions of The Films Used in The Measurement
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along the 3-direction only one film (PPSCf3) was
required. The center of the 0.3mm radius laser beam was
first focused on a point at a distance 0.3mm from the top
surface, then the sample was moved in steps of 0.3mm
along the thickness direction until the bottom surface
was reached. For measurements along the 1-direction
similar scanning along the thickness direction was made
using the film samples, PPSCf1C and PPSCf1E. Scanning
was not possible for measurements along the 2-direction.
Instead, four samples at various thickness were out from
the bar.
3.2 Properties of Samples
The densities of all the samples were measured by
the floatation method at room temperature. For PC
samples, a mixture of hexane and carbon tetrachloride was
used while toluene and carbon tetrachloride was used for
the other polymers. The density of the mixture was
measured with a single beam specific gravity balance.
The volume fraction crystallinity X of the PET samples
was calculated from the relation X= (p- pa)/(pc- pa)
with P.= 1.335 9/cm and P.= 1.455 g/crrc.
The crystalline orientation function f. for the four
series of extruded PET had already been determined in our
previous work (Choy et. al. 1983). For drawn PET the
azimuthal intensity distribution of the x-ray reflection
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from the (105) planes was recorded with a Nicolet R3m
diffractometer and fc was calculated according to well-
established methods. (Wi lchirisky 1963) The sample at a
draw ratio of 1.8 had a low crystallinity of 0.04 and so
the diffraction intensity was not sufficiently high to
allow the determination of fc.
The birefringence b of the oriented samples was
measured with a Leitz polarizing microscope equipped with
a tilting compensator. The amorphous orientation
function fa for the oriented PET was calculated by using
the equation
(3.1)
where the intrinsic birefringences of the crystalline and
amorphous phases Sc* and 8a° were taken to be 0.220 and
0.275, respectively.
To deduce the thermal conductivity from the observed
diffusivity, the specific heat data of PC were obtained
from O'Reilly, Karasz and Bair (1963) the specific heat
of PVF2.was obtained from Lee and Choy (1975) and the
specific heat data of PET were obtained from Smith and
Dole (1956). No data had been reported for polyimide and
so its specific heat was measured from 295 to 500°K in a
Perkin-Elmer DSC II differential scanning calorimeter.
As the thermal conductivities of the conductive polymer
and carbon fiber reinforced PPS needed not be calculated,
the specific heat of these sample was not obtained.
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The properties of the polymer samples studied are
given in Table 1-6.
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Table 1. Properties of polycarbornate samples*
Sample L ( m (g/CM3) S (x1O2)
PCi1 1 71 1. 198 0
PCi2 1 123 1. 198 0
PC13 1 237 1. 198 0









// and denote that the film normal is parallel and
perpendicular to the draw direction, respectively.
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X: crystal1inity of the sample
fc: crystalline orientation function
(taken from Choy et al. 1983)
fa: amorphous orientation function (calculated by Eq. 3.1
Table 3. Properties of Polvirnide (KaptonV
Rflmnle FT 1 KT 2 KT 3 KT 4
L (Mm) 17 7 25. 8 50. 9 130
The density of polyimide is 1.432gcm
Table 4. Properties of Polyvinylidene Fluoride (PVFo)
Semnl e PVF 1 PVF 2J_ PVF 3J_ PVF 4 I
L (Mm) 1 Rf 28 50 110
8 n n 3. 52 3.48 3.40
The density of PVF2 is 1.770gcra.
J- denote that the film normal is perpendicular to
the draw axis.
i Tebl e 5. Properties of Hondnotive Polvmern (PPY V.
Q Ck YMTk1 O
PPY.HoSO4 PPY.TsN PPY.Na2So4
T.( 11 Yf1 39 is 18
0 (ft cm-) 10 14 1 38
electrical conductivity of the samples
Table 6. Properties of Injection Molded Short Carbon Fiber







































: refer to Fig. 12 for the meaning of the directions 1,2 and 3
t Top: the film cut at a thickness of 0.3mm from the top
surface of the sample
14: the film cut at 14 of the thickness
Center: the film cut at midway along the thickness direction





The thermal diffusivity D and conductivity K of
polycarboriate, polyimide and polyvinylidene fluoride at
room temperature are given in Table 7. For PC sample at
three different thicknesses L (71-237 um) the thermal
diffusivity is the same within the experimental accuracy
and agrees with the value of 1.46x10-3crn2/s obtained
previously for thicker samples (1.5-4 mm) using a flash
lamp as heat source and thermocouples as temperature
sensors. (Chen et. al. 1977)
Upon drawing to 1.7 times its original length the
thermal diffusivity of PC along the draw direction
increases by 60% while that in the transverse direction
decreases by 20%. The thermal conductivity, calculated
from K= PCpD, also changes by a similar amount since the
density remains almost the same (refer to Table 7) and
the specific heat Cp below the glass transition
temperature is little affected by drawing. (Smith, and
Dole 1956) The effect of orientation on the thermal
transport properties will be discussed in more detail
when we consider the temperature dependence in section
4.3.
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As shown in Table 7, thermal diffusivity
measurements were made on polyimide films with a wider
range of thickness down to 13.7 um. However, the
agreement among the data is still better than 6%. It has
been previously emphasized by Choy (1977) that the
thermal conductivity of isotropic amorphous polymers,
regardless of chemical composition, falls in the narrow
range 1.6-2.2 mW/cm°K. The present results on PC and
polyimide are consistent with the prediction of Choy
(1977), with the K values for PC and polyimide laying
close to the upper and lower limit, respectively. It is
believed that polyimide films are biaxially stretched
during the manufacturing process and the slightly lower K
value is due partly to the orientation effect. In this
respect it is interesting to note that K for polyimide is
more comparable to the K1 value for PC.
For measurements on PVF2 a nickel film was coated on
the front surface of the sample to absorb the excitation
laser pulse. Since the nickel film has a much higher
thermal diffusivity than the polymer and its thickness
(0.05 um) is much smaller, its presence is not expected
to have a significant influence on the measurements on
oriented PVF2 which give the same D value for all,
thicknesses down to 28 um. The data are also consistent
with the previous results that the thermal diffusivity is
0.86x10-3 cm2/s for isotropic PVF2 (Cheri et. al. 1977))
and 0.57x10_3 cm2/s for oriented PVF2 (draw ratio= 4)
(Choy, Chen and Luk 1980) in the direction normal to the
draw axis. The good agreement for the oriented samples
is understandable since the previous sample has a
birefringence (8= 0.0337) and hence a degree of chain
orientation similar to those for the present series of
films.
Table 7. Room-Temperature Result for Polycarbonate. Polvimide
and Polyvinylindene Fluoride










































































the specific heat of PC and PVF2 is taken from O'Reilly,
Karass and Bair (1963) and Lee and Choy (1975),
respectively.
and J_ denote that the film normal is parallel and
perpendicular to the draw direction, respectively.
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4.2 Crystallinity Dependence for Polyethylene Terephthalate
(PET)
As shown in Fig. 13 the thermal conductivity of PET
increases by more than 20% as the volume fraction
crystallinity X increases from 0.2 to 0.52.. The
crystallinity dependence can be understood in terms of
the two-phase model proposed by Choy and Young (1977)
which is an extension of the Maxwell Model (Maxwell 1892)
taking into account the anisotropy of the crystallinity.
Assuming that the amorphous phase is isotropic the
thermal conductivity is given by
(4.1)
where K. is the thermal conductivity of the amorphous
regions, K011 and Kc., are the thermal conductivities of
the crystallinity along and normal to the chain
direction, respectively, k,/= Kc///Ka and k1= Kc1/Ka.
Since the covalent bond is much stronger than the
interchairl interaction, it is expected that Kc// Ka,and
this has been verified theoretically (Choy, Wong and
Young 1985) and experimentally. (Choy, Luk and Chen 1978
Choy et. al. 1980 Choy and Leung 1983). Therefore Eq.
4. 1 reduces to
(4..2
It should be noted that Kiso depends only on Ka and Kc.l.
but not Kc,,/ because Kcr, is so large that its precise
Fig. 13 Variation of The Thermal Conductivity-
with Crystallinity for PET
Data-Points:•; Theoretical Curve
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value is immaterial. As can be- seen from Fig. 13 the
theoretical curve calculated from Eq. 4.2 by taking Ka=
2.05 and K°1= 0.70 mW/cm°K is in excellent agreement
with the experimental data.
4.3 Orientation Effect for Polyethylene Terephthalate
The crystallinity X, crystalline orientation
function fc and birefringence S of oriented PET are given
in Table 2 and the birefringence is shown as a function
of draw ration X in Fig. 14. Birefringence data could
not be obtained for the two series of oriented PET
prepared from crystallized isotropic materials because of
severe light scattering by the crystallinity. It is
clear from Fig. 14 that the method and temperature of
processing have a significant effect on the average
degree of chain orientation as reflected by the
birefringence. The samples extruded at 90°C (EA90) have
a lower birefringence than those extruded at 50°C (EA50),
particularly at low draw ratio. Since the glass
transition temperature of PET is about 70°C, molecular
.chains may relax during extrusion at 90°C arid this leads
to a lower degree of orientation for the EA90 series.
Comparison of the 'results for the EA90 and DA90 series
reveals that extrusion is more efficient than drawing in
producing chain orientation and the effect is especially
prominent at high draw ratio (X= 4.2).
Birefringence
Fig. 1 i- Variation of the Birefringence of PET Samples
with Draw Ratio
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The amorphous orientation function fa, calculated
from the birefringence according to Eq. 3.1, is also
given in Table 2. Because of the rapid increase in f0 at
low draw ratio, fa increases steadily with increasing X,
approaching or even exceeding fc (for the EA50 sample at
x= 4. 8)' at high draw ratio. The values of fa= 0.68-
0.83 for the extruded samples above X= 4.2 seem too high
when compared to the values of 0.3-0.4 obtained for other
crystalline polymers such as polyethylene (Glenn and
Peterlin 1971), polypropylene (Samuels 1968) and nylon 6
(Leung, Ho and Choy 1984). Part of the discrepancy may
arise from the choice of the values for the intrinsic
parameters 8,° and 8a°, which have been obtained by
analyzing tensile modulus and birefringence, data
according to approximate models. (Dumbletori 1969) In
spite of the uncertainty in the absolute value, fa is
still a good relative measure when considering the
effects of different extrusion temperatures or
orientation processes. In this respect it is interesting
to note that fa follows the same trend as the
.birefringence, namely that at any given 'X fa (EA50) fa
(EA90) > fa (DA90).
The thermal conductivity normal to the draw axis Ki
for the five series of oriented PET is. shown in Fig. 15.
The drop in Kl with increasing X reflects the gradual
alignment of the weak interchain bonds along the
transverse direction. At any given X,. the lower the
Fig. 15 Varitation of k with Draw Ratio for PET
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extrusion temperature, the higher the degree of
orientation arid thus the lower the K . The result that
K is lower for EA90 than for DA90 implies that the
extrusion process has a higher efficiency in producing
chain orientation, consistent with the birefringence data
in Fig. 14.
Quantitative understanding of the behavior of Kl can
be attained only if the chain orientation in both the
crystalline and amorphous regions is taken into account.
Because of mathematical difficulty the amorphous phase is
assumed to be isotropic in the two-phase model mentioned
above. Fortunately, the previous data (Choy et. al.,
1978, 1980, 1981; Choy and Young 1977), indicate that K1
is well described by the model if fa is not too high (fa
0.3) and so we will compare the data with the following
expression deduced from the model:
(4.3)
Fig. 16 gives a comparison of the experimental and
predicted values. Agreement within the experimental
accuracy (6%) is found only for EC90, indicating that fa
is quite low for this-series. For the other four series
the observed values are always lower than the prediction,
reflecting the effect of orientation in the amorphous
regions. However, except for the series (EA50) having
Fig. 16 Comparison of The Theoretical and Experimental
Result for K. of PET Experimental; O
Theoretical;
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high fa values the discrepancy is less than 10% on the
average.
It seems worthwhile at this point to compare our
data with the recent results obtained by the thermal lens
technique. (Bailey et. al 1985) Starting with an
isotropic PET film of 15% crystallinity a series of
oriented samples of crystallinity 13-15% and draw ratio
1.14-2.22 were prepared by drawing at 90°C. The thermal
conductivity of the isotropic sample was found to be 2.93
mWcm°K, which is more than 25% higher than our present
value of 2.16 rnWcm°K (see Fig. 15) or the literature
value of 2.28 mWcm°K obtained by the steady-state
method. (Eiermarm 1965) An even more serious discrepancy
occurred for which was found to increase substantially
with increasing draw ratio. At 2.22, the thermal
lens method gave more than twice the
values obtained from the present experiment. The
increase in with increasing has never been observed
in previous studies on amorphous polymers (eg.
polystyrene, polymethyl methacrylate), slightly
crystalline polymers (eg. polyvinyl chloride) (Hellwege,
Hennig and Knappe 1963) or highly crystalline polymers.
(Choy et. al 1978, 1980 and 1981) It is also difficult
to understand this behavior on theoretical grounds.
Since the crystallinity scarcely changed, the main effect
of the drawing process was the preferential alignment of
the chains in the crystalline and amorphous regions.
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Therefore I-L would be increasingly influenced by the weak
interchain forces and should decrease with increasing
draw ratio.
4.4 Temperature Dependence for Polyimide and Polycarbonate
The temperature dependence of D and K for polyimide
and polycarbonate are shown in Fig. 17 and 18,
respectively. It is seen that D and K exhibit opposite
trends, with D decreasing and K increasing with rising
temperature. When a PC sample is drawn the thermal
conductivity along the draw axis K,, exhibits a stronger
temperature dependence while the thermal conductivity in
the transverse direction Kl behaves roughly the same as*
that for the undrawn material. As a result, the
anisotropy factor K///K1 increases from 1.7 to 2.2 as the
temperature rises from 150 to 400°K.
A fruitful approach in the analysis of thermal
conductivity is to consider the phonon mean free path ,Q
deduced from the relation (Choy 1977, Berman 1982, Kittel
1949)
(4.4)
where Ca is the specific heat contributed by the
acoustical vibrations and v is the average sound
velocity. This analysis has rarely been applied to
polymers (Choy 1977 Reese 1969 Pietralla 1981 Engeln
(a) Thermal Diffusivity
(b) Thermal Conductivity
Fig. 17 Variation of D and K with Temperature for Polyimide




and Normal to The Draw Axis of Oriented pc
(Draw Ratio = 1.7)
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and Meissner 1982) because the optical modes of this
class of materials contribute substantially to the
specific heat and it is difficult to separate the
acoustical and optical contribution. Fortunately,
Wunderlich and co-workers (Wunderlich et. al. 1987) have
already analyzed the specific heat of PC and have given
Ca as a function of temperature.
For wave propagation in an isotropic material there
are two independent wave velocities,, the longitudinal
velocity vL and transverse velocity VT, which are
associated- with partial displacement along and
perpendicular to the propagation direction, respectively.
The average sound velocity vino is given by
(4.5)
the situation is slightly more complicated for uniaxially
oriented polymers. For wave propagation along the draw
direction (taken as the 1 axis) the average sound
velocity v// is
(4. 6)
where the first and second subscript in vab denotes the
direction of wave propagation and particle displacement,
respectively. Since v31= v32 by axial symmetry, Eq. 4.6
reduces to
(4. 6a)
Similarly, for wave propagation in the transverse
direction (1 axis) the average sound velocity is
(4.7)
Using an ultrasonic method at 10 MHz (Leung, Chan, Chen
and Chov 1980: Leung and Choy 1983) we have measured the
velocities at 233°K. This temperature is below the and
relaxations of PC and so the data correspond roughly to
the velocities of the rigid lattice. The observed
velocities (in units of 103ms) are 2. 481 and
and
From these values the average sound
velocities (in units of 103rns) are calculated to be
With the known values of density, specific heat and
sound velocity, the phonon mean free paths for isotropic
and oriented PC are calculated and shown in Fig. 19.
Value ot deduced from previous data (Chen, Poon and
Choy 1977; Choy and Greig 1977) for isotropic PC at lower
temperature are also included. It should be noted that
we have followed a phenomenological approach, i.e., the
mean free pathf anc for oriented PC have been
calculated by using the directly observed quantities, Ca,
anc for the bulk sample. We have made no attempt
to calculate the mean free path along the normal to the
chain since this would involve the unreliable procedure
of separating into contributions of one-dimensional
Fig. 19 Variation of The Phonon Mean Free Path with
Temperature for. Polycarbonate
iso, isotropic sample; denote data along and
normal to the draw axis of oriented PC (draw ratio
= 1.7)
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and three-dimensional modes and estimating the sound
velocities along and perpendicular to a chain from the
various force constants.
It is seen from Fig. 19 that above 200°K the phonon
mean free path for isotropic PC has a constant value of
about 8A. Below 100°K the mean free path increases
sharply with decreasing temperature, reaching a value of
31A at 20°K. This behavior was first noted by Kittel
(1949) in a study of the thermal conductivity of
inorganic glasses. In particular, the mean free path for
quartz glass was also found to be about 8A between 100
and 400°K. The interpretation of this behavior is as
follows. Amorphous. materials have short range order and
the dimension of the ordered regions is usually
identified as the scale of microscopic disorder.. At high
temperatures where the wavelength of the dominant
scattered at the boundaries of the ordered regions,
giving rise to a constant free path roughly equal to the
scale of the disorder. As the temperature decreases the
dominant phonon wavelength becomes much longer, so the
amorphous medium behaves like an elastic continuum and
the details of the microscopic structure is unimportant.
In this temperature region, the scattering of phonons
becomes weaker and the mean free path increases
substantially.
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Unfortunately, no low-temperature data are available
for oriented PC. However, for thermal conduction normal
to the draw direction, the temperature dependence of the
mean free path ,QL above 150°K is similar to that of
isotropic PC and the magnitude is only 15% smaller.
Since the molecular chains in oriented PC are
perferentially aligned along phonons which are travelling
along the iriterchain van der Waals bonds. The similarity
in the behavior of ,Qi o and Q1 implies that even for
isotropic PC phonon conduction along the weak Van Der
Wee.ls bonds is the dominant mechanism.
The anisotropy in the thermal conductivity arises
largely form the difference in the phonon mean free paths
// and QL since v// exceeds v1 by only 13%. It is clear
form Fig. 19 that // not only has a magnitude larger than
1 but also has a stronger temperature dependence. The
larger value for // results from the weaker scattering of
phonons along the strong covalent bonds and the faster
increase with temperature indicates that conduction at
high temperature. This is reasonable in view of the fact
that the Debye temperature for vibrations along the
chains is much higher than that for vibrations across the
chains. (Wunderlich et.al) Our conclusion that the
phonon mean free path along a chain is much larger than
that perpendicular to the chain is consistent with the
theoretical results of Morgan and Scovell (1977).
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4.5 Temperature Dependence for Conductive Polymers
The temperature dependence of D for PPY.H2So4,
PPY. Na2SO4 and PPY.TsNa are shown in Fig. 20. The
thermal conductivity of these samples was not calculated
since the specific heat was not known'. Because of the
difficulties in the production of these samples, the
films was very thin (16-32 um) and fragile. There was no
difficulty in measuring the tit of this kind of samples by
the laser flash radiometry method, except that when
calculating the thermal diffusivity, the uncertainty in
the thickness of the films limit the accuracy of the
results. The experimental precision of tL was reflected
by the relative smoothness of the curves in Fig. 20.
Fig. 20, shows that although the thermal diffusivity
of the conductive polymers is 2 to 3 times that of
isotropic PC, the temperature dependence of the
diffusivity is quite similar. Therefore, it seems that
the heat transfer is still dominated by Phonons.- Since
the diffusivity of PPY.NaTs ( e=136-1cm-1) is about 60%
larger than the diffusivity of PPY. H2SO4 ( e= 10 -lcm-
1), it seem that there is a correlation between the
ability of electron transfer and heat transfer. However,
the difference observed for PPY. Na2SO4 ( e= 14 -lcm -1)
and PPY. H2SO4 is smaller and, in view of the uncertainty
in thickness, no definite conclusion can be reached.
Temperature
Fig. 20 Variation of D with Temperature for Conductive
Polymers (PPY.X)
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4.6 Local Variation in the Thermal Diffusivity of Short Carbon
Fiber Reinforced PPS
The thermal diffusivity at various points of the
composite is shown in Fig. 21. At any given point the
thermal diffusivity D1 and D2 in the 1- and 2-directions
differ by less than 40% whereas the diffusivity D3 in the
3-direction is larger than Di or D2 by a factor of 2-4.
This implies that there is a preferential alignment of
the carbon fibers along the 3-axis.
The change of the degree- of orientation with
thickness is reflected by the change in the diffusivity.
At a position on the center axis (Fig. 21a), D3 decreases
as the observed point moves from either the top or the
bottom surfaces and reaches a minimum at midway between
the two surfaces. The reverse behavior is observed for
D1 or D2. This indicates that at the top and bottom
surfaces the large frictional forces exerted on the
polymer during the molding process leads to a high degree
of fiber orientation. The forces are smaller in the
interior of the sample and so the carbon fibers are not
-so well-aligned.
At the edge position (Fig. 2-1b) the variation of D1,
D2 and D3 with thickness is much less, being about 10%
for the whole thickness range. This is because the
behavior is now dominated by the side surface, and the
top and bottom surfaces only give rise to secondary
effects.
Position Along Thickness Direction
Fig. 21 Variation of D with Position for Short Carbon Fiber




The above results show that the laser flash
radiometry method is a fast and accurate method for
measuring the thermal diffusivity D of films of polymers
as well as composites of thickness L= 14-250 um in the
temperature range of 150°K to 500°K. Since we can coat
an aborbirig layer on the. sample, the method can also be
applied. to non-absorbing films. Since the sample is not
in contact with the heat source or the thermometer, this
method may be readily applied to thin fragile films such
as the conducting polymer films prepared by
electrochemical polymerization.
The error in D arises largely from the inaccuracy in
L since the noise in the signal can be substantially
reduced by averaging the results for a large number of
laser shots. If the thickness of the films can be
measured accurately, then the results for thin films will
be as precise as those for the thick one. The lower
limit of the thickness is determined by the response-time
of the electronic* system (the infrared detector and the
amplifiers) and the requirement of a'L 1. For sample
with a' 1000/cm, the smallest thickness would be 10 um
but for highly absorbing sample (a'), the limit would
be about 2 um for polymer samples (tl 3us).
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We have also demonstrated that measurements can be
make on a region with diameter as small as 0.6mm when the
thickness of the sample is near 150 um. Since the
technique can be applied to a small region, it can be
used to determine the local variation in D or thickness.
The ability of testing a small region also implies that,
the diameter of the sample can be reduced to about 0.6mm.
This would be a distinct advantage if one wishes to study-
highly oriented polymers, since the size of such samples





Data Collection and Interface Between Biomation 1010 and
Computer
Table 8. Connection Between Biornation and Computer
T /O r• fl r Bionation 1010
Pin No Meaning Piro Nc Meaning
1) 2 Ground 24 Ground
3 PA3 4 ODD
5 PA2 3 ODC
6 PAl 2 ODB
















Flow chart of Data Collecting Proram (MainBio Pas)
Data Collecting Program Listing (MainBio.Pas)
(C-}
PROGRAM BIOMATIOM_MAIN_PROGRAM;
(This program is develope under the Turbo Pascal Environment in a IBM PC





{ This four program segment is defined by the Turbo Graphic Tool Box to
draw graph on the screen}
($ i DataType.typ]
















lOmess.sys} (display 10 error message}
exp.sys} (modified e:p function for Pascal}
FreeSpac.sys} (function to check free space on disk}
Upletter.sys} (subprogram to convert lowercase to upper}
print.sys} (subprogram to print out the results and graph}
sound.sys} (subprogram to sound the computer}
AnsYes.sys} (function to check for a YN answer}
Respond.sys} (function to test a respond by user}
FullScr. sys
(function to accept user input in full screen mode}
Heading.sys} (subprogram to print out the heading}
AskPara.sys
(ask for a value and check if it is numerial}
OpenFi1e.sys} (subprogram to open a file}
SaveData.sys} (subprogram to check and save a record}
Tree.sys
(subprogram to create a tree list of the sample name in a file so that no
duplicated name is exsisted}
DrawExD.sys
(subprogram to draw out the experimental data}
FitProc.sys} (subprogram to fit the data}
procedure InitG;
( to initialize the graphic window of the data}
begin







( this procedure read in the over and under limit, max. no. of pt
allows in one short of record, depend on type of experiment
max. 1024, min 0
It also initial some usefull condition setting}
begi n
CIrScr;
WRITELNt'Under flow limit (0- 1024)');
READLN(UnderLimit)
if UnderLimit 0 then UnderLimit:= 0;
WRITELN('Over flow pimit (0-1024);
RE0ADLN(GverLimit);
if OverLimit 0 then OverLimit:= 0;
end;{ of SetLimit 5
PROCEDURE ClearDataI VAR RESULT: LongIntArray);











PROCEDURE Get Data! var FinalData: ResultRecord; CTimes: integer)
























Send control code to initialize the 8255 IO card}
BEGIN
PORT IPORTADD+ 73:= SIMPLE_OUT;{ SET PROT 2 ON 8255 CARD TO SIMPLE OUT
PGRT[P0RTADD+ v3 s$? 2;{ SET FROT A, B TO INPUT MODE C TO OUTPUT 1
END;( OF INIT_8255.}
PROCEDURE I MIT BIOMATION:
send control code to initialize the biomation to digital output mode
VAR DUMMY: 0..255;
BEGIN
PORTtPORTADD+21:= 7;{ ADDRESS THE BIOMATION}
repeat
if (Port[PortAdd+1] and Not_REL 0 then
beoi n
P0RTEP0RTADD+3]:= SET_D0R;{ SET DOR TO REQUEST DIGITAL OUTPUT
MODE}
P0RTEP0RTADD+3]:= RESET_D0R;( RESET IT FOR NEXT TIME}
end;
until (Port[PortAdd+1] and DOG) 0;
PORTCPORTADD+33:= Reset_EWR;{ INIT THE FIRST FETCH OF BIOMATION}
END?( OF IMIT_8I0MATI0N}
PROCEDURE BIOMAT(VAR TEMP: TEMF'DATA); EXTERNAL 'BIOMAT.COM'}
{listing of BIOMAT.ASM written in assembly language:—
page 66,132
TITLE BIOMATION DIGITIZER PC INTERFACE SUBPROGRAM
; THE INTERFACE ARE BUIDED WITH A COMMERCIAL AVIALABLE 3255 IO
; CARD; THIS CARD HAVE 2 3255 PROGRAMMABLE IO INTERFACE IC AND
;USES THE IO PORT ADDRESS 1B0-1BB (SW40 SW5I) AND CAN BE
; SET TO $iF0-£1FB (SW4I SW50)
PORT ASSIGMENT: (ASSUME THE STARTING ADDRESS AS PORT}
PORT+ 0: PORT 1A RW BUFFER
PORT+ 1: PORT IB RW BUFFER
PORT +.2: PORT IC RW BUFFER
PORT+ 3: PORT 1 CONTROL REGISTER
PORT 4- 4: PORT 2A RW BUFFER
PORT 4- 5: PORT 2B RW BUFFER
PORT 4- 6: PORT 2C RW BUFFER
PORT 4- 7: PORT 2 CONTROL REGISTER
PORT 4- 3- B: COUNTER (8253) CONTROL AND BUFFER
TO USE THIS SUBPROGRAM:
A HIGH LEVEL LANGUAGE PROGRAM (PASCAL RECOMMAMDED)
DEFINDED THIS PROGRAM AS AND EXTERNAL SUBPROGRAM AND CALL IT




DATA: ARRAYCO..10233 OF INTEGER;
END;
YOUR PROGRAM MUST TAKE CARE ABOUT THE INITIAL OF IO CARD
AND DATA FETCH INITIALIZATION. WHEN THE SUBPROGRAM IS CALLED
THE BIOMATION MUST BE IN THE STATE OF FETCH THE FIRST WORD.
AND ITS YOUR RESPONSE TO GIVE A O-M AT OSR TO LET BIOMATION
I FA VP THE niRTTA! flllTPUT MODE.
THE SUBPROGRAM ADD THE BIOMATION'S RESULT TO THE CORRESPON¬
DING DATA ELEMENT OF THE RESULT ARRAY AMD SET THE LOW AND
HIGH WORD OF THE RECORD TO A NO. OF DIGITS THAT UNDER LEVEL
OR OVER LEVEL. YOUR MAIN PROGRAM CAM CHECK THE TO ENSURE THE





























GET THE STARTING ADDRESS OF THE RECOR!
GET THE DATASG OF ARRAY
DI POINT TO LOW AND HIGH































; CHECK FOR DATA AVAL I ABLE
; IF AVAL I ABLE BIT 7 OF B SETTEI
; WAIT UNTIL IT SET
; let DX TO POINT TO CONTROL WORD












; POINT TO PORT A
; GET DATA ONE WORD}
; ONLY CONSIDER 10 BIT
; CHECK IF UNDER LEVEL




























MOVE TO RESULT ARRAY
POINT TO CONTROL WORD
RESET EWR (PCS)
RESET IT
POINT BACK TO PORT B
POINT TO NEXT WORD IN ARRAY
















PROCEDURE APPEND VAR TEMP: TEMPDATA;VAR RESULT-: LongIntArray; EXTERNAL
'APPEND.COM';
(Listing of APPEND.ASM written in assembly language
page 66,132
TITLE APPEND ONE ONE WORD ARRAY TO A DOUBLE WORD ARRAY




DATA: ARRAYCO..10233 OF INTEGER;
END;
to a record of structure
pprnpn
LOWW: ARRAYCO..10233 OF INTEGER;
HIGHW: ARRAYCO..10233 OF INTEGER;
END;
and is first implement to work with subprogram BIOMAT















5SAVE CALLER'S BASE PAGE REG.
; AND GET PARAMETER











GET TEMP'S FIRST ELEMENT
AND DATASG REG.
GET RESULT'S ADDRESS
POINT TO SATRT OF ARRAY





IN IT 1024 DATA


















ADD ONE ELEMENT A TIME
DOUBLE WORD ADD
LOCATE POINTER TO NEXT ONE


















Ma:, Min, Ymax, TempVal: real;




IF L0WWH3= 0 THEN Longlnt:= 65536.0 HIGHWII3+ LOWWII!






{ Find the maximum and minimum value of the array}
for i:= 0 to 399 do
begin
TempCil:= Longlnt(i);
if Min)• TempCi 3 then Min:= Temp[i3;
pnri;
MAX;= T emo1399
FOR I:= 400 TO 1023 DO
BEGIN
Tempti3:= Longlnt(i);
IF TEMPI 13 MAX THEN MAX:= TEMPI 13
END:
{ Normalize the data 3-
IF FIT and ((MAX- MIN)• 20) then
begi n
Ymax:= CFullScale (Max- Min) (FinalData.Times 1024.0);





MAX:= 32767.0 {Final Data.TINES 1024.0);
Min:= 0;
END;{ OF IF FIT 3-
FOR I:= 0 TO 1023 DO
RFRTM
TempVal:= (TEMPI 13-Min) MAX;
if TempVal)• 32767.0 then TempVal i= 32767.0







end; C of with 3-
end;{ OF NORMALIZE 3-
BEGIN( GET DATA












C get data 3-
INIT_8255;
ResetTur boWi ndow; i
GotoXY(1,20);
repeat until AnsYes('Are you ready');
i:= 0;
GotoXY (20,17);
writeCShot No. ':10,'of ':15,CTimes;
Ch:='';




















PORT I PORTADD+3]:= SET_0SR;{ LET BIOMATION LEAVE DIGITAL OUTPUT MODE
PORTCPGRTADD+3]:= RESET_0SR;
if keypressed then read(Kbd,Ch);
Terminate:= Ch= 3;





T. 1 r£ r r;
write('Stopped! Pree any key to Start again');
read(Kbd,Ch);
ClrScr;
end; C of Ch= AS
UNTIL ((TEMP.UNDER= UnderLimit) and (TEMP.OVER= OverLimit)) or
Terminate;
i:= i+ 1;
it tprni nfltp thpn C T i m e 5 i i
Append(TEMP,RESULT);( ADD THE NEW DATA TO OLD DATA






writeln('Total ',CTime5,' Shots at this run');
with FinalData do Times i= Times+ CTimes;
Normalize(AnsYes('Normalize the data'));
ResetTurboWindow;




































end; (of not eof 3-






While ExistTree(Root,SampleName) and NewName do
begi n
writeln('Sample Name (',SampleName,') exist in 1ist')•














end;{ of while 3-




























{ 1 oop of input and get data 3-
repeat( for different record 3-
UpdatePara(FinalData,Break,true);
























CTimes:= round(AskPara(' No of ShotsResponded));
until CTimes 0;
WriteTimeslFinalData.Times+CTimes);-
end;( of if More 3-
until Not More;







if AnsYesi'Save the result') then
begi n








if AnsYes('Fit the data') then
FitData(ResultFile,FinalData,Printed,true,Saved);
end; C of not Break 3-
TurboWindow(1,20,80,24);
ClrScr;
until Break;( for different record 3-
until not AnsYes('More Data on Same File');( different limit 3
CI oseFi1e(Result Fi1e);
Rel ease (HeapTop);( to reclaim memory 3-
end;{ of DoEachFile 3-
( MAIN PROGRAM 3-
BEGIN
InitG;
I n i fOornrH




WriteHeadingU,'Biomation Data Acquisition System');
GotoXY 1,3);











until AnsYes('Do you really want to leave');( different files 3-
END.( OF MAIN 3-
ArvnnH i y f!
TP n 4-4- t yrT
The flow chart and the listing of the fitting
procedure are presented in the following pages.
Following the fitting precedure the computer accepts the
data record that contains 1024 data points for the
signal, the time intervel between data points, the
thickness of the samel e and other evoeri mer»t.A 1
conditions. The value of ce'L is roughly estimated from
the value of the initial jump and xL is estimated from
the time interval for the signal to rise to halfway
between the initial jump and the maximum. Then, the
slope of the decay of the signal is found by fitting a
straight line to the data points between 7-c, and IOti.
Forty data points are taken from the the time range 0.5t£
to for fitting purpose according to the following
rules. This time range is divided into 5 sections: 0.5-
1 xL, 1-2 2-2.5 V[, 2.5-4.5 xL and 4.5-8 xL. The time
interval between the points in each section is equal bu~
it varies from section to section. In section 1 and;
where the signal is changing rapidly 10 data points arc
taken from each section for fitting. In section 3 where
the signal change is slower 10 points are also used foi
fitting but each point corresponds to an average of,
neighboring data points so as to reduce the effect oJ
random noise. Five points from each of section 4 and J
are used and each point corresponds to an average of 11
and 15 neighboring data points, respectively. After the
40 fitting points are selected, the ct'L and tl values are
varied according to the method discussed in Chapter 2 to
obtain the best fitted a'L and. The the raw
experimental data are printed as part (a) of a figure.
In part (b) the theoretical curve corresponding to the
best fitted parameters is printed as a solid line and the
data points for fitting are shown as crosses. The best
fitted diffusivity, vL a', together with the r.m.s.
error and other parameter of the experiment are also
enter in the figure. An example is shown in Fig. 21.
The fitting procedure is now cornpeled and the control is
passed back to the main program.






































Program Listing of Fitting Procedure
procedure FitData (Var ResultFi1e: DataFile; ExpData: ResultRecord;
HeadingPrinted, Stop: boolean);
const
Max 11 r= 100:
type
Coeffision= Array[ 1.. Max Itr] of real;
DataPoints= arrayEO..!] of arrayC1..40] of integer;
Yar
A,A:B: Coeffision;
FrontSlope, BaseLine, RearSlope, RearSIopeCa1, FinalVal, LocTh, AL, BL,
BLnew,
ITal, SqrSum, Error, Upper, Lower, MaxMinRatio, RearAvg, ErrDiv: real;
Max, Min, i, Tal, Last, EndPoint: integer;
Responded: boolean;
List: record
BLsave, Talsave, Errsave, FinalValsave
: ArrayC1..73 of real;
P: integer;{ mark the current insert position 3-
end;
Points: DataPoints;
procedure FindSlope( First, Last: integer; var Slope, Average: real);
var i, N: integer;
SimaX, SimaY, SimaXsq, SimaXY: real;
begin
if First 3 then First:= 3;( make sure in working area}
if First 1023 then C normal condition 3-
begi n
if Last 1020 then Last:= 1020;




F i r c+•= i;
end;








SimaXsq:= SimaXsq+ 1.0 i i;
SimaXY:= SimaXY+ 1.0iE»pData.Data[i];
end; (of do loop )
N:= Last- First+ 1;
Slope:=( N S i m a X Y- SimaX SimaY)( MSimaXsq- SimaX SimaX);
Average:= SimaY Nj( return the value 3-
end
else (if first pointer out of range 3-
begi n
Slope:= 0 j
Average:= E:pData. Datat 10233;
end;
end;{ of FindSlope 3-
c.
procedure FindCoeA(AL: real;var A: coeffision);






For N:= 1 to Maxltr do
if N mod 2= 0 then
ACN3:= 1( 1+ N N IApl)
el se
ACN3:= ExpA( 1+ NftN IApl);
end;( of FindCoeA 3
CI.
procedure FindCoeAxB(BL: realjvar AxB: Coeffision);






for N:= 1 to Maxltr do
if N mod 2- 0 then
Ax BIN 3:= -ACN3( 1+ NNIBpl)
el se
AxBEN3:= ExpB ACN3( 1+ NNIBpl);
end; C of FindCoeAxB 3-
C3-
procedure FindMaxMin(First, Last:integer;var Max, Min: integer);
{ the result will sub with Baseline 3-
var i: integer;
begi n
if First 0 then First:= 0;
if Last)• 1023 then Last:= 1023;
Max:= -32767;
Min:= 32767;
for i:= first to Last do
with ExpData do
begin
if DataCi3 Ha: then Max :=DataCi3;
if DataCi] Min then Min:= Datafil;
end; C of Do}
Max:= Max- roundBaseLine);
Min:= Min- round(BaseLine);
end;( of FindMaxMin 3
(3
function Midd1e(First, Max, Min: integer): integer;
C find the first point that middle value 3
var MidVal,i: inteqer;
begin






end;( of Middle 3
c
function SumBL(BL: real): real;




ExpBL:= (ExpBL+ 1)U- ExpBL);
IBPL:= sqr(PiBL);
Func:= 0;
for N:= 1 to Maxltr do
if M mod 2= 0 then




end; C of SumBL 3
procedure FindAppVal(var Tal: integer; var BL: real);
vari, j, TalHalf: integer;
FunN, FunP, BLnew, BLInt, AppD, AppAlphaP: real;
Ans: char;
begin
WaitAnsC'If you want to input approximate'' and D? ','N' Ans)
if Ans= 'Y' then
begin
repeat
AppD:= AskPara('Approximate diffusivity( E-03
SqCmSec)',Responded);
until Responded;
Tal:= round(LocTh LocTh (Pi Pi AppD le-6
ExoData. TimeBase));
repeat





with E x p D a t a do
begi n
writeln('Fitting Started');
FindMaxMin (StartPtMO, 1023,Max, Min);
Tal:= Middle(StartPt+10,Max,Min);
MaxMinRatio:= (1-MinMax)2;









BLInt:= (BL FunM- BLnew FunP) (FunM- FunP);
BL:= BLnew;
FunP:= FunM;
until Abs((BL I nt- BL)BL) 0.005:
end;{ of else 3-
end; (of Don't input 3-
end;{ of FindAppVal 3-
r•
procedure SelectPoints( Tal: integer; RearSlope: real;
var Points: Datapoints;var EndPoint: integer);
var Pointer, Intervel, i, HalfTal: integer;
Increment. Point: real:
(4
Procedure Fi11 Data(Start,Stop,Avg: integer);
var i: integer;
(unction Aver age(Point: integer): integer;
var i: integer;
T p m n i rpsl
begi n
Temp:= 0;





Avg:= Avg div 2;
i:= Start;















end;( of Fill Data}
begi n
if 3Ta 1 (1023- ExpData.StartPt) then Intervel:= 1023-
E:pData. StartPt
else Intervel:= 8Tal;( adjust Intervel to vary the fitted range






















For i:= 1 to EndPoint do
SqrSum:= 1.0Point5E1,i3 Point5t1,i3+SqrSum;
end;( of CalSqrSumOfPointe
procedure InsertList(BL, Tal, Error, FinalVal: real);










if P 7 then P:= 1;
end;
end;{ of InsertList}
function FindInListBL: real;var Point: integer):boolean;
begin
Point:= 1;
while 1 abs (BL- List.BLsaveCPoint]} 0.00001) and (Point 8) do
Point:= Point+ 1;
FindlnList:= Point 8;
end: C of FindlnList}
function StdErr(BL: real): real;
var FuncNew, FuncOld, ITalNew, ITal01d,
SumScSe, SumScSt, SumScSc, SumSeSt: real
Pointer: integer;
C 4
function FuncTalUTal: real): real;
















Temp:= A:B[N3 e:p(- Nsq TTal);
Seal:= Seal+ Temp;
St:= St+ Temp Nsq;
N:= N+• Is
125
until (abs(Temp) O.OOOi) or (N Maxitr)
St:= St Points[0,i];
Seal;= 1- 2 Seal;
SinriScSe:= Points[1,i3Scal+ SumScSe;
SumSeSt:= Poi ntsC 1, i 3 St+. SumSeSt;
SumScSc:= Seal. Seal+ SumScSc;
nUffinr nt?- nT A 1 f Rt 4 ??UfT(nri!
end;{ of do}
FuncTal:= SumScSe SumSeSt SumScSc- SumSeSt;
pnri' f nf FunrTftl
begi n








begin{ if not Find the cal it)

















write('BL-:' ,BL:10,' Tal=', 1 ITal:12);
writeln(' err= ITalOld:12);
InsertList(BL,ITal,ITalOld,Final Val);{ insert the new result to list
end;{ of StdErr
{3






DifErr:= (ErrMew- Err or)Error;





with E: p d a t a do
begi n
BLnew:= BL 1.3;



















writeln('Upper: Upper,' Lower: ',Lower);
BL:= {Upper+• Lower)2;
if DifErr(BL,BL 1.005) 0 then Lower:= BL
else Upper:= BL;
until abs((Upper- Lower)BL) 0.0001;







procedure DrawTheoData(var E:pData: ResultRecord; var Pints: DataPoints
var A:B: Coeffision);
var AKL, ITal, RearAvg: real;
Time, TheoVal, Start, StopPt: integer;
Ch: char;
function StCal(Time: integer):integer;
C function to calculate the theoretical Signal value to plot
the A:8 coeffision array must present grnhslly when calculating,
and the Vaule of ITal and AKL must be calculated before StCal is called}





C ITal and AKL must be first calculated
repeat
Temp:= A:BC i 3 exp(-iiTimeXTal);
Sc i= Sc Temp;
i:= i+ 1;
until (abs(Temp) le-12) or (i Maxltr);
StCal:= round'.AKL 1- 2Sc)};





MakeTex tWi ndow (3,28,6,77,20,0);
writeln('Diffusivity: ':26,Diffu:?,' Cm'253'Sec');
writeln(231': ':26,TimeBaseITal:9,' ms');
writeln!'Fitted from:': 26, F'oi nt sEO, 1] I Tal: 5: 2,' to',
PointsE0,EndPoint3ITal:5:2,' '231);




if RearSlope RearSlopeCal then
writeln( 'Calculated rear Slope: ':26,
RearSl op eCalITal 732767100:5:2,'.%')]
wri tel nRear Slope:': 26, Rear SI opeI Tal 732767100: 5: 2,' %'23r
Ad justment}');
writeln!'= ':26,Rear SIopeTimeBase:7:1,'7ms';
writeln('Front Slope:' s 26, FrontSlope1Tal732767100:5:2,'
v y a o m»
writeln224': ':26,A1pha:7:1,'Cm');
writeln224': ';26,AlphaP:7;1,'Cm';
writeln('Fit RMS error:': 26, Er r: 5: 2,''.');
writeln ('Rear Avg (Exp.- Theo.): ',RearErr:5:2,' 7.








Max:= ExpData. Final Value; C set to Final Value first 3-
for i:= 1 to EndPoint do








if LastLoc)• round(10ITal) then
LastLoc:= round(10ITal);



























DefineWorld(1,0,0,Last,Maximum); (maximum is a function that find the
(TiAY.inturn vaI up nf 1-
SelectWor1d (1};
for Time:= 10 to Last do
DrawPoint(Time, StCal(Time));
RearAvg:= 0;
for Time:= Start to StopPt do
RearAvg:= ((DataCTime+StartPt]- RearSlope Time- BaseLine) 0.9
- StCal(Time))+ RearAvg;
RearErr:= RearAvg 100( 32767.0( StopPt- Start+!))•












LeaveGraphic;( back to normal monochrom}





{ convert unit and find constant}
LocTh:= Thick10000;( convert from urn to Cm}
AL:= Alpha LocTh;
List.P s= 1;
for i:= 1 to 7 do List.BLsaveLi]:= 0; (clear the list}
FindSlope(10,StartPt-i0,FrontSlope,BaseLine);




Fi ndSlope(8Tal+StartPt, 11Tal+StartPt, RearSlope, FinalVal);
writeln('Rear Slope is ',Rear SIopeTimeBase:9,'ms');
WaitAns('Do you want to change? ','N',Ans};
if fine= 'V'+ h pn
begi n
RearSlopeCal:= RearSlope; (save the Calculated Slope}





CalSqSumOfPoints(SqrSum); (use Golbel Points}
FindResult;( all globel variable}
DrawTheoData (E:pData, Points, A:B);
i£ C 4- nr f hen
if AnsYes',5, 'Print it') then Stop:= false;
if not Stop then
begi n
write'.'Printing Result-- Please wait');
PrintoutiExpData,Not HeadingPrinted};
wri tell st,4} 12;
end( of not stop 3-
else if HeadingPrinted then write(1st,i2);
Seek(ResultFi1e,Fi1ePos(ResultFi 1 e)~ 1};
Write (ResultFi le,E:pData);( save the result to record 3-
end;( of with 3-
end:( of fit proc 3-
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BIOMATION Data acquisition system PC version 2.0
File Name :-RC RTi Date :7 Mer 1987 Time :23:36:06




Pulse Rate 1.0 SecPulse
Front Part noise 0.6 V.
Rear Part noise: 0.7 V.
Short Carbon Fiber PPS D301
Diffusivity: 9.789E-003 Cm2Sec
u: 2.146E+000 ms
Fitted from: 0.61 to 8.76 u
1.30 to 18.80 ms





Fit RMS error: 0.44 X
Rear Avg (Exp.- Theo.): 0.44 V.( 6.0- 16.7 i
Thickness: 144.0 pm
Temperature: 297.0 °K
Fig. 22 A Sample Output of The Fitting Procedure
Top• Raw Data Bottom: Fitted Result
The Crosses Are The Data Used for Fitting
AxxDendix D
Tables of Data
Table 9. Room Temperature Data for Polycarbonate, Polvimide
and Polvvinvlidene Floride
Sftmrd f L cf X, D V























































































a for all these material is very large so ve have
assumed it to be 10000, at which value the absorption
effect has saturated
132
Table 10. Thermal Diffusivity and Conductivity of PET Samples
Sample L a' D K

































































































































































































































Table 11. Theoretical K, of PET bv Modified Maxwell Model























































































































Table 12. Thermal Diffusivitv and Conduotivitv of PC dsn)
L= SOum, a set to 10000, a': 350-400





























































Table 13. Thermal Diffusivity and Conductivity of PC()
L= 168mhi, ci set to 10000, a': 230-260





































































Tfthlfi 14. Thermal Diffusivitv and Conduntivitv n-f Pfl( 1




























































Table 15.Thermal Diffusivitv and Conductivity of Folyimide
















































































Table 16. Phonon Mean Free Path of PC (iso)
viso= 1.558Km/s

























































































' K below 146°K are taken from Chen et al. 1977 and
Choy et al. 1977
Ca are calculated by Wunderlich et. al. (1987).
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Table 17. Phonon Mean Free Path 0 of PC(//)
V//= 1.724Km/s






































































Table 18. Phonon Mean Free Path .0. of PC (j_)
v,= 1.531Kms


























































Table 19. Thermal Diffusivity of PPY.NaTs
L= 16 p.m, ct and c' set to 100000



































































a and a' are very large for this sample
sufficiently large to saturate its effect
Table 20. Thermal Diffusivitv of PPY.NaoSO
T- 1Q «,m of, and a.3 set to 100000






































































Table 21. Thermal Diffusivit? of PPY.HoSO
L= 20 Mm, ct and ci' set to 100000










































































Table 22. Thermal Diffusivity of Short Carbon Fiber Reinforced
olyphenylene Sulphide (PPSCf) (direction l center)


















This refers to the distance between the center of
the laser beam and the top surface of the sample,
Thickness of the sample= 3.3 mm
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Table 23. Thermal Diffusivity of Short Carbon Fiber Reinforced
Polyphenylerne Sulphide (PPSCf) (direction 1 edoe)













Table 24. Thermal Diffusivity of Short Carbon Fiber Reinforced
Polyphenylene Sulphide (PPSCf) (direction 2center)
a set to 10000, a' 1O00
Position(ram) L(um) (ms) D(10-3cm2/s)
0.30 150 10.6 2.16
0.83 207 19.4 2.24
1.65 152 6.08 3.85
2.48 150 10.1 2.25
Table 25. Thermal Diffusivity of Short Carbon Fiber Reinforced
Polyphenylene Sulphide (PPSCf) (direction 2 edge'
x set to 10000, a500

















Table 26. Thermal Diffusivity of Short Carbon Fiber Reinforced
Polyphenylene Sulphide (PPSCf) (direction 3 center)

































Table 27. Thermal Diffusivitv of Short Carbon Fiber Reinforced
Polvnhenvlene Sulphide (PPSCf) (direction 3 ed£e)
L= 143 um. a set to 10000. a'~450
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